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Dedicated in Memory of

Richard S. Welch
American CIA Chief-Agent
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Assassinated in front of his family, Christmas 1975,
due to collaborations between Soviet KGB operatives
and the Marxist-terrorist IPS group. The same IPS
group which helped elect Bill Clinton, which Bill
Clinton's close friend and advisor Derek Shearer then
held membership in, which Hillary Clinton later
funded and praised, and from which Bill Clinton
chose numerous appointees.
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PREFACE
I first le~med of the Institute for Policy Studies (IPS) while serving as a U.S. Naval officer and pilot.
Upon reportIng for duty as a Top Secret Control Officer at an overseas U.S. Naval Air Station, I was there
briefed on IPS's violent collaborations with the Soviet KGB and was warned to take precautionary
measures while fulfilling my duties.
Afte! returning to the United States and changing careers, I continued to keep ties with the Intelligence
communIty and kept tabs on IPS. These contacts allowed me to publish exposes' through another source in
April 1992 ~egarding !PS's influence over several church or&anizatio~s. In August 1992 I delivered copies
of my publIshed findIngs to the FBI, and thought my role In expOSIng IPS was complete. However, in
September 1992 evidence of the Clinton's involvement with IPS was discovered, and I determined to write
SECRET.
I produced the first editions of SECRET under the pseUdonym of Victor T. Saunders in order to
guarantee myself time to freely circulate initial copies of the booklet. Having distributed some thirty-five
thousand copies of SECRET and spoken to millions worldwide over AM, FM and Shortwave radio, I now
utilize my full legal name, David Mark Price.
SECRET is now in circulation not only throughout the .United States but in Argentina, the Bahamas,
Canada, Costa Rica,England, Fiji, France, Germany, Holland, Israel, Japan, Mexico, the Netherlands,
Panama, Portugal, Scotland, Spain, Switzerland, Thailand, Venezuela and the West Indies. Copies have
also been ordered by the Defense or Intelligence Departments of the Mexican, French and Canadian
governments.
Sunset Research Group, which I direct, is dedicated to open inquiry in pursuit of objective truth. It is
our opinion that SECRET cites factual sources which firmly and fairly prove Mr. and Mrs. Clinton's
affiliations with the Marxist-terrorist network, and with related anti-American subversives. Still, there no
doubt will be those who dismiss our evidences with cries of "McCarthyism!" To those we offer the
following quotation:
Sen. Joseph McCarthy was charged with lacking elementary ethics and
incriminating individuals on the basis of their associations on often trumped-up
charges that appealed more to emotion than to reason.
McCarthy's charges
succeeded in precipitating an hysteria that tended to see all liberal and socialist
opinion as 'un-American and communist.' What McCarthy left in his wake were
an overreaction and a residual reluctance to investigate or even discuss the problem
of subversion and disloyalty (Dr. S. Steven Powell, Covert Cadre--Inside the Institute for
Policy Studies, p. 359).

Conversely, the reader will find the tone of SECRET to be profoundly ethical--documenting every
c1aim--and that we are given to factual reason delivered in tones of understatement, rather than to unproven
accusations and emotional hysteria. Likewise, we here render the Clintons the deferment they are due,
never judging their motives nor loyalty; only their actions.
SECRET required thousands of hours of research, composition and editing to prepare. It is our opinion
that the hundreds of quotations, footnotes, bibliography sources and references we cite (including photocopied FBI documents and Communist Party materials) contain valuable evidences which are worthy of
your consideration. So sure are we of our research, and so honorable are our intentions, that we continue to
offer a $1,000.00 reward and a letter of retraction and apology to the first person able to prove any
quotation in this booklet to be materially false.

David Mark Price
Director--Sunset Research Group
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OUTLINE
The Institute for Policy Studies (IPS)--Washington D.C. 's Marxist Think 18nk
Bill and Hillary Clinton Linked to IPS

FBI Warns of IPS Infiltrating U.S. Government With Subversives

Famed Communist Party Member Funded IPS Start Up

Secret FBI & CIA Files on IPS's Communist Activities & Terrorism
CIA Allows "No Discretion" on Secret IPS Files
IPS Aided and Abetted Marxist Dictators
IPS Leader Richard Barnet Aided Nicaraguan and North Vietnamese Dictators
IPS Leader Saul Landau Aided Fidel Castro
IPS Leader Marcus Raskin Helped the KGB Assassinate Our Agents
IPS Welcomed Violent Criminals and Terrorists
Kidnapping, Murder, Bombings, Bank Robbery, Arson,
Treason, Violent Revolution and More Communist Espionage
IPS Leaders Sponsor Marxist Art
IPS Promotes X-Rated Pornography
Media Blasts IPS's Extremism
Entire Books Written Against IPS
Bill Clinton Linked to IPS & Communists While a Hippy Protester
Bill Clinton Linked to IPS Through the Progressive Policy Institute
Bill Clinton Linked to IPS Through Close Friend and Advisor Derek Shearer
Shearer Claims Marxism Helps Us "Humanize"
Shearer Embraces Communist Party Leader Antonio Gramsei
Shearer's Economic Democracy: Socialism, 18xes & Corporate Dismantlement
Shearer, SDS/Communist Veterans Promote Economic Democracy Via CASLP
Shearer's "Communist" Ideals Admitted by IPS
Shearer's Radical Retinue: All Linked to Marxism, IPS and Economic Democracy
Ron Dellums, Shearer and IPS
Tom Hayden, Shearer and IPS
Jane Fonda, Shearer and IPS
Sidney Lens, Shearer and IPS
Jeremy Rifkin, Shearer and IPS
Richard J. Barnet, Shearer and IPS
KGB Agent I.F. Stone, Shearer and IPS
Sam Brown, Shearer, Vietnamese Communists and IPS
Communist Party Member Barbara Bick, Shearer, and IPS
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OUTLINE
Shearer's Master Strategy: Elect a Socialist President
Shearer's Link to the 'Secret Establishment'
Shearer Shaping Clinton's Agenda
Clinton Considers More IPS Operatives for Federal Appointment
Leon Panetta and IPS
Les Aspin and IPS
Anthony Lake and IPS
Stephen Solarz and IPS
Timothy Wirth and IPS
Patricia Schroeder and IPS
Morton Halperin, KGB Agent Agee and IPS
Robert Reich and IPS
Edward F. Feighan, Trotskyite Marxists and IPS
Robert Pastor, Nicaraguan Communists and IPS
Mario Cuomo and IPS
Sam Brown, Vietnamese Communists and IPS
Joseph Duffy and IPS
Walter Mondale and IPS
William Green Miller and IPS
Jane Fonda and IPS
Warren Christopher and IPS
Johnetta Cole, Fidel Castro and IPS
And a Host of Others•••
Hillary Clinton's Links to IPS and Marxist Terrorism
CISPES, Hillary and IPS
The National Lawyers Guild, Hillary and IPS
William Kunstier, Hillary and IPS
The Christic Institute, Hillary and IPS
Hillary's Marxist-Terrorist Activities Are Relevant
Communist Party USA Cheers Clinton's Election
Soviet Influence of U.S. Presidential Elections
More Communists Support Clinton
Bill and Hillary Clinton Both Trained By Communist Experts
Majority of Americans Do Not Want Mr. Clinton to Be President
How Did This Happen?
Grounds Exist to Eject Clinton and His Cohorts from Office
National Security Agency Grounds For Ejection
Corporate Grounds For Ejection
Constitutional Grounds For Ejection
Congressional Grounds For Ejection
Perjurial Grounds For Ejection
Mr. Clinton Should Leave the White House
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United States .. . and whose educational
research serves as a cover for intrigue and
political agitation"

The Institute for Policy Studies:
Washington's Marxist Think Tank
As communism continues to dissol ve around the
globe and Marxist theorists increasingly become
outcasts in the political and economic communities,
the intrigues Marxists have long been involved in are
finally beginning to surface. One place where such
intrigues are now surfacing is at the Institute for
Policy Studies (IPS) in Washington, D.C.

Individuals who have been identified as
CP [Communist Party] members . . .
have participated in IPS functions. IPS
representatives have also affiliated with
known communists.'
Karl Hess is publicly described as a
researcher for the IPS. . .. Hess has
stated that he sees no alternative but to use
violent tactics to destroy the United States
Government.'
IPS apparently exercises considerable
influence in the New Left movement and
may have as its goal the destruction of the
U.S. Government. .. .'

API \Vide \\b,fd Pho tos

Rush Limbaugh ",aTlled of Clinton's links to IPS
man Derek Shearer prior to the 1992 election.

IPS is a violence-prone group of extremists
intent on changing America into a Marxist-socialist
society by, " ... Dismantling the capitalist economic
order and reshaping public-sector institutions in
ways that give the Left political power thus far
denied by the electoral process." 1 IPS has firm ties
to anti-American terrorists and militant Marxists
worldwide; and IPS has firm ties to Bill and Hillary
Clinton also. Accordingly, concern over the
Clinton's ties to IPS personnel were voiced by Rush
Limbaugh.' Donald McAlvany,' Daniel Wattenberg 4
and William F. Buckley, Jr.5 prior to the 1992
election--and for good reason--the FBI reveals:
[IPS] is described as a Washington-based
'Think-Factory' which helped train
extremists who incite violence in the
, Dr. S. Steven Powell, Covert Cadrenlruide lhe Institute lor Policy Studie.J (Green
Hill Publ. : Ottawa,IL. 1987). p. 15.

Bill and Hillary Clinton Linked to IPS.
Leaders at IPS have long yearned to, " . . . Move
the Democratic party's debate internally to the left
by creating an invisible [IPS] presence in the
party." 10
Just prior to his election Bill Clinton appointed
IPS veteran Derek Shearer as his top economic
advisor, prompting the Washington Post to predict
that Shearer could become chairman of Clinton 's
Council of Economic Advisors." Clinton's
appointment of Shearer was no fluke, for as Rush
Limbaugh observed, "Shearer, who is about as
leftist as they come, is one of Clinton's closest--and
cleverest--friends." And Shearer's sister, Brooke, is
Hillary's traveling companion."
As this booklet shall document, Clinton's close
friend Derek Shearer has not only been a member of
the subversive IPS, but is also a prolific advocate of
Marxist socialism and is ardent in his open praises
for life under communism. Shearer has also long
proposed that America's free enterprise system be
dismantled and that businesses be controlled by
socialistic government planners instead .
Additionally, on numerous occasions Shearer has
elucidated his goal to so influence the Democratic
6 FBI File 175-398. June 9, 1976 message tra'ffic. p. B. See "FBI DocumenlS" in
bibliography for infonnation on how to obtain all FBI documents cited in SECRET.
1 FBI File 100-447935, Vol. 1. March 14, 1969, p. I.

2 Rush Limbaugh, "Who's In Bcd With Billy," The Limbaugh utter, Vol. I No.2
(EFM Publishing Inc.: New York), November 1992, p. II.

8 FBI File 100-447935, Vol . 2. Secrct Internal Security Report
October 16, 1970, p. 12.

3 Donald S. McAlvany. '"The Case Against Bill Clinton," TAe MCAfvany
Intellig ence Advisor (Durango. Colorado). October 1992, pp. 11 · 12.

9

4 Daniel Waltenberg. ''The Lady Macbeth of LiUle Rock-Hillary Clinton' s Hard-Left
Past and Prescnt" The American Spectator, August 1992. p. 32.

FBI File 100-447935. Vol. 3, Confidential Memo July B. 1971.

10 Robert Borosage (IPS Director), December 19. 1983 intervi ew; per Powell. op.
cit. , pp. 26 & 393.

11 Umbaugh. loco cit

5 William F. Buckley. Jr.. "Both Clintons Warrant Scrutiny," The Tampa Tribun e,
September 25, 1992.

12 Umbaugh. op. cit. , pp. 11 - 12.
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Party that a man sharing his socialist views could be
elected! Indeed, IPS was heavily involved in the
Clinton campaign. As Dr. Charles A. Provan
reveals:

One of IPS's most active 'Fellows' is Dr.
Arthur I. Waskow. This radical anti-war
leader .was . one of the IPS-supported
revolutIonanes that met last June in
Milwaukee to plan the coming April-May
demonstrations designed to disrupt
Washington. Since its inception, IPS has
tried to disarm the United States and fought
military defense. . .. The 'Think Tank' also
trained bright young college graduates to take
positions on Congressional staffs and
Government agencies to push IPS's radical
policies. . .. [Justice Department, IRS~ &
Congressional] files show that the IPS
channeled its funds and talents in building the
anti-war movement and helping leaders of
some of the most violent demonstrations and
protests since 1963. 16

The Institute for Policy Studies (IPS)
supported Bill Clinton during the last
presidential election ... because Clinton
shared their type of cultural outlook .... 13
IPS's campaign activism and IPS man Shearer
are not the only links Bill and Hillary have to IPS.
This booklet shall thoroughly chronicle IPS's
bloody intrigues, and shall illuminate the Clinton's
elaborate network of affiliation with IPS, IPS
members, and IPS supporters--many of whom are
now being ushered into the White House!

Indeed, this same Arthur Waskow of IPS's

FBI Warns of IPS Infiltrating U.S. Board of Trustees was specifically cited in a Secret
FBI study headlined "VIOLENCE." Waskow was
Government With Subversives

there quoted advocating, "creative disorder"
including, "lootingandburning" in the U.S. while
advocating sending aid to North Vietnam during that
war. 17 It is this group which helped elect Bill
Clinton, and from which Mr. Clinton is now
drawing talent from to staff his administration with.

Such revelations are doubly disturbing in view
of Secret FBI reports which reveal IPS has
attempted to infiltrate U.S. government agencies
with "radicals" and even "communists" evidently
intent on enacting anti-American, pro-Marxist
policies:
This gives [IPS] activists access to
Government secrets as well as the
opportunity to influence opinions and
political developments. . .. Obviously the
institute is in a position to infiltrate persons
into the Government agencies who are
indoctrinated in revolutionary ideology. . . .
They constitute the new United Front with
penetration in depth by communists.... In
effect ... [IPS Director Arthur Waskow's]
outline is an entire framework of a shadow
government with shadow institutions. 14

Famed Communist Party
Member Funded IPS Start Up
IPS's formation in 1963 was primarily funded by
the Samuel Rubin Foundation, which has given IPS
millions of dollars through the years. IS Rubin, who
was a member of the elite Comintern of the
Communist Party founded by Lenin, helped foment
Russia's peasants into revolt and then abandoned his
comrades during the Bolshevik revolution in order
to live the good life in America. 19
Quite the hypocrite, Rubin not only fled his own
successful revolution, but upon arriving in America
he also violated the Marxist image of the ideal
Proletariat by exhibiting the same love for money
that he had earlier condemned Bourgeois capitalists
of. Being somewhat of a thief too, Rubin
expropriated the famed "White Russian" (non-

. . . An IPS working paper captioned
'Proposal for a Five-Year Plan for Radical
Reconstruction' ... is said to delineate ...
the radicalization of U.S. society through
the creation of counterstructures. . .. It was
further denoted. . .. 'These individuals [are
instructed that they] must work from within
the establishment but, while doing so, not
lose sight of their basic radical beliefs.' 15

i6 FBI File 1~7935. Vol. 3. includes news clipping of Paul ScoU's article.
"Radicalizing the State Department." from The murderer. February 25. 1971.
17 FBI File 100-447935. Vol.

13 Dr. Charles A. Provan. cd .. American Freedom Movement newsletter (Irwin. PA
15642). September 1994. pages 3-4.
14

flU Fi\e \00-447935. Vol. l. Secret Report of March 14. 1969. pp. 46-47.

I. "Secret" Report of March 14. 1969. pp. 31-32.

Dr. Rael Jean Isaac. America 1M Enemy: Profile of a Revolutionary Think Tank
(Ethics and Public Policy Center: Washington. D.C.• 1980). p. 14.
Powell. op. ciL. p. 16.
18

19

Official Report to the Special Committee on Un-American Activities. 1936

General Flection. New York City.

115 FBI File 100-447935. Vol. 3. Secret Report of June 10. 1971. pp. 1-2.
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Samuel Rubin's daughter, Cora, has long played
communist) Faberge family's trade name upon
arriving in the U.S., and with his ill-gotten monies an important role at IPS, and her husband Peter has
became rich in the cosmetics trade; using his served as IPS's Chairman. While leading IPS, Cora
expropriated riches to spread communism in the made a number of wartime trips to North Vietnam,
West. The Faberges, who also fled to the U.S., evidently aiding the enemy there.27 She and Peter
were sickened by Rubin's use of their name in have also apparently been observed by the FBI
rendezvousing with and transporting known Soviet
support of communism.20 Stated A.C. Faberge:
espionage agents. 28
My family took part in the fight against the
Bolshevik takeover. My father Alexander
Faberge participated in the so-called officer's
Secret FBI & CIA Files on IPS's
revolt of Moscow in the early days of the
Communist Activities & Terrorism
revolution, while two of Agathon Faberge's
The FBI reports that IPS personnel are linked to
sons fought with Yudenich's White Anny.21
the "pro-communist and anti-U.S." SDS group, the
The Faberges took Rubin to court and won a "Weathermen" terrorist group which was involved in
settlement, but not before famed American "strategic sabotage," and the "Progressive Labor
billionaire Armand Hammer helped Rubin make the Party [which] was founded . . . by individuals
fortune which helped launch IPS.22 Hammer, expelled from the Communist Party USA, for
whose father was a personal friend of Lenin and a following the Chinese Communist line. "29 The FBI
Communist Party member,23 was himself suspected has compiled some 2705 pages of information
by the CIA, FBI, State Department and National which document how IPS is a violent and
Security Council of being a secret Soviet agent. 24
subversive organization. Under the Freedom of
After the downfall of the USSR and the Information Act, the author obtained 1743 pages of
opening of KGB flIes, the Soviet publication that documentation. Reasons cited by the FBI for
Izvestia confirmed that Rubin's cohort, Armand withholding the remaining 962 pages included:
Hammer, was the bag man who carried cash from
(1) Withholding as, "specifically
Lenin to the U.S. to fund the start up of the U.S.
authorized
. . . by an Executive
Communist Party! 2S Intere~tingly, Vice-PresidentAl
[Presidential]
order
to be kept secret in the
Gore has links to this same Armand Hammer who
interest
of
national
defense
. ... '"
helped launch IPS and the U.S. Communist Party.
. .. Al Gore Jr. has collected nearly half-amillion bucks in royalties on a zinc mine ....
The Gore benefactor... was ... Lenin's
personal bag man to the U.S. Communist
Party, Dr. Armand Hammer. 26

(2) The National Security Act of 1947, The
CIA Act of 1949, the current discretion of
the FBI;
(3) Because the, "Records or information
[were] compiled for law enforcement
purposes . ... [and] could reasonably be
expected to disclose the identity of a
confidential source. ... " 30

26 A.C. Faberge. statement on ramily history. December 18. 1981; per Powell. op.
cit. p. IS.
21 Faberge, per Powell. op.

cit. p.16.

22 Faberge.

per Powell. op. cit. p. 16.
Robert C. Williams. Russian Art and American Money (Harvard University:
Cambridge. 1980). p. 199.
Vladimir Lenin. Coll«,. MOru. Vol. 45. pp. 542-544. Includes 4 letters rrom
Lenin praising comrade Hammer. Sr.

23

Kenneth N. Ciboski. "Hammer Biography Tells Tales Not Mentioned in Other
Efforts," The WIChita Eagle. January 21. 1990. p. SC.
Steve Weinberg. Amumd HtI11IIMr: 1M Untold Story (Little, Brown Publishers).

24

William P. Hoar. "The Right Answers," The New American. July 27. 1992, P.
20.

Of the 1743 pages received, many passages were
inked out by the censor's pen (see p. 10 of
SECRET for examples). Still, it was obvious that
IPS and IPS personnel are clearly acknowledged to

25

Larry Abraham, "How the Gores Got Greased. .. Insider Report (Wuana, WA),
November 1992, p. 8. Abraham continues: -In a deal pultogether btJCk in 1973.
the senior Gore. after losing Iris Senate seat, W4S virtually given B8 acres in
Cuthage, Tennessee. by Hammer. who W4S then chairman 0/ Occiden141
Pel1'Oleum. 1M /um. originally purcla4Sed by 0",. W4S sold to the Gores at well
below market prices. Then Hammer arranged lor Occidental to pay the Gores
annual royalties 0/ $221 per acre. while adjacent farms gol $30 per acre. AI Jr.

28

then 'bought' the property from his lather. who subsequent" wenl on Hanrmer's
Botmi 0/ Directors. 1M elder Gore W4S given stock options by Hammer worthy
0/ another hall-million. The senior Gore explains this cozy deal with America's
mosl influential Red as the result 0/ their 'mutual interest in angus cattle.· ..

3

27 u.s. Congress. House Committee on Internal Security. Annual Report /or the
Yeu 1970. 91st Cong.. 2d 8C8S.. p. 149; Anmuzl Report lor the Year 1973. 93d
Cong.. 1st session. January 24. 1974. p. 25.
Libertllitm News Service. press release, March 14. 1970.
Powell. op. cit. pp. 38-39.
28

Powell, op. cit.. p. 296.

FBI File 100-447935. Vol. 6. Atlanta Field Office Report 100-447935. May 31.
1973. pp. 3-6.

29

Letter rrom FBI Chier Agent Emil P. Morchello (R>IPA Division), Washington,
D.C. Headquarters, 21 April 1990.

30
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be violent elements which could pose a serious
dangers to the people and government of the U.S.

BARNET was reported by the North
Vietnamese to have said at a rally in Hanoi
that the Vietnamese are fighting 'against
the same aggressors that we will continue
to fight in our country. ' 34

Hillary funded and praised the pro-Marxist
IPS which the FBI has investigated for
murders, espionage, terror bombings and
kidnapping.
Bill has considered or
appointed at least 21 persons associated
with IPS to high government posts--and an
IPS man who advocates Marxism is Bill's
closest friend and advisor.

Later, at the behest of Marxist dictator Daniel
Ortega, Barnet traveled to Nicaragua in 1983, 1984,
and 1985 to help Ortega set up his new Sandinista
regime. While there, Barnet stayed at the home of
Secret Police Chief (and later Interior Minister)
Tomas Borge. Borge reportedly:
... Works hand in glove with the Cub~n
DGI intelligence and is responsible for the
execution of hundreds of political
prisoners, [and] has personally received
IPS fellows, such as Richard Barnet ... in
his home in Managua. 3s

CIA Allows "N 0 Discretion" on Secret
IPS Files. The CIA's response for information on

IPS was even sterner than the FBI's; indicating that
such not only, " . . . Must be witheld by an
Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of
national defense . ... " but that the infonnation is of
Additionally, Borge directed the extermination
such a nature that it, "Requires that the matters be of thousands of Miskito Indian men, women and
witheld from the public in such a manner as to leave children who opposed the advance of communism in
no discretion on on the matter. ... ,,31 aearly, the their native Nicaragua.36 IPS co-founder Barnet was
most incriminating information on IPS remains not in Nicaragua as a tourist, but was there as an
classified. This should be kept in mind when the the instructor to Nicaragua's new ruling communists:
following chronology of known IPS abuses are
reviewed.
[IPS leaders] Borosage and Landau
reported that they [including Barnet] had
gone there to 'mak~ sure that the eight
ministries [of the Sandinistas] had their
IPS Aided Marxist Dictators
projects in order' so that European support,
Although much of the money to start IPS came
which IPS was also organizing, would
from Comrade Rubin and has been administered by
continue 'to keep Nicaragua from being
his daughter Cora, IPS was founded by Richard J.
isolated politically and economically.'
Barnet and Marcus Raskin. 32 Raskin has utilized
When ... Ortega came to New York in
IPS resources to help Soviet KGB functionaries
November 1985 and in July 1986 ... he
assassinate important Americans and Britons, while
paid a personal visit to ... [IPS leaders]
Barnet used his IPS status to personally assist
Cora and Peter Weiss. . . . 37
communist leaders from Central America to Asia.
Assisting both Barnet and Raskin in these deeds was
Castro's personal friend, IPS man Saul Landau.

IPS Leader Barnet Aided Nicaraguan
and North Vietnamese Dictators. During the

IPS cofounder Richard Barnet
traveled to Nicaragua three times to
help Marxist dictator Daniel Ortega
set up his new communist regime.

Vietnam war Barnet traveled to North Vietnam to
greet top communist leaders, and there went on
record as a supporter of communism who despised
the V.S. 33 The FBI reveals:

34 FBI File 100-447935. Volume 2. March 19. 1970. page 16.

31 Letter from CIA Information and Privacy Coordinator John H. Wright. CIA
headquarters. Washington. D.C.• 1:1 April 1993.
32

Powell. op. cil. p. 245. referencing IPS cofounder Richard Barnet's "Intervention
and Revolution in Nicaragua" speech at IPS. February 7. 1984.

35

Isaac. op. cit. p. 7.

Michael UUer. "Genocide of Miskito Indians." Family Protection Scoreboard:
Liberation Theology Issue (National Citizens Action Network. 1989). p. 32

36

Quicbilver TU7ILS (Washington D.C. underground weekly). December 8-18.
1969. p. 9.
Peter Collier and David Horowitz. Destructive Generalion (Simon & Schuster:
New York. 1990), p. 175.

33

4

Powell. op. cit.• p. 79. quoting IPS Director Robert Borosage and Saul Landau's
"Report from Nicaragua and Cuba" lecture allPS on December 12. 1983.
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IPS Leader Saul Landau Aided Fidel
Castro. Landau, who was just quoted bragging

torture-induced "confession" of an anti-communist
who was later executed.44 Landau affirms:

that he and Barnet were important advocates for
Nicaragua's Marxist elites, has an interesting rapsheet himself. Born to parents who were both
Communist Party members,38 Landau traveled to
Cuba to volunteer to serve in Castro's Venceremos
Brigade (VB) in the 1960s. According to the FBI,
the VB was formed by the Cuban DGI under the
direction of the Soviet KGB to help Castro recruit:

... The time has come to dedicate myself to
narrower pursuits, namely, making propaganda
for American Socialism. . .. We cannot any
longer just help out third world ... revolutions,
although obviously we shouldn't tum our backs
on them, but get down to the more difficult job
of bringing the message home.4S

Individuals . . . who someday would
provide the Cuban government with access
to political, economic and military
intelligence.39

IPS Leader Marcus Raskin Helped the
KGB Assassinate Our Agents. Co-founding

IPS with Bamet was Marcus Raskin. Raskin's
specialty appears to be anti-American espionage.
Raskin participated in such conspiracies by
While in Cuba, Landau and Castro became close providing IPS resources and personnel to help start
personal friends. Predictably, Landau claims, up CounterSpy magazine which ferreted out and
"Cuba is the first purposeful society that we have published the names of U.S. agents overseas.
had in the Western Hemisphere for many years ...."40 Raskin committed these deeds in concert with exLikewise, in 1978 Landau was a featured speaker at CIA renegade Philip Agee,46 who turned traitor
the World Communist Youth Festival in Havana against the U.S. and fled to Cuba to embrace
where he shared the rostrum with fellow IPS man, communism.47 New evidence reveals:
CIA-turncoat, and KGB-snitch Philip Agee.41
CIA defector Philip Agee ... has been
When confirmed Marxist agent (and IPS man)
revealed as a paid agent of the Cuban
Orlando Letelier was killed by a car bomb while on a
Intelligence
Service and the KGB ....48
secret Cuban spy mission, his trusted friend Landau
stated he personally shredded the dead spy's files to,
Days after Richard Welch (CIA Station Chief in
" ... Ensure that materials that could compromise Greece) was exposed in CounterSpy, he was shot to
the Chilean resistance ... would not fall into the death by communist terrorists in front of his wife
hands of the FBI." 42 When the FBI converged on while returning from a Christmas party.
IPS
Letelier's home, they were greeted at the door by expressed little regret that their actions had helped
Senator Kennedy's aide Mark Schneider. 43
kill a good American. In fact, at least one IPS man
exulted over the slaying, indicating Welch got what
CIA Director William Colby
he deserved.49
Landau spoke at the World Communist personally blamed the collaborators for Welch's

Youth Festival, sharing the rostrum with
a traitor who became a KGB agent.

44 HerbeIt RomerslelD,
. Iionner prolesslonal
r'
staff member of the U.S. House of
Representatives Pennanent Committee on Intelligence. interview. December 10.
1985; per Powell, op. cit.. pp. 244-245.
Rael Isaac and Erich Isaac, "The Utopian Think Tanks. .. New York Tribune.
March 20. 1984. p. lB.

45

Landau has produced a number of
procommunist propaganda films--which are usually
shot on location in Marxist countries with the help of
regional tyrants. One such film included the actual
as Testimony of famed ex-communist David Horowitz, per Powell. op. ciL. p. xiii.
39 Situation

Report (Security and Intelligence Fund: Washington. D.C.). March

1979.

New lbrk Tunes. October 9. 1977.

"To the intelligence community and its Jmw. Agee is the most dewud figllTe
in American history--even more so than the Revolutionary l1&r trailor BeMdicl
Arnold. After his defection. Agee systemalically identified covert U.s. intelligence
oper,,"ves worldwide. drawing upon the in/onnation with which he IuuI been
trwted while an agency operations officer. His betrayal cost the Uniud States
uncounlable millions of dollars and endangered the lives 0/ persons. . •• His
'naming names' tactic had a tragic consequence in 1975.••. 1ivo days be/ore
ChristmtU. terrorists ambushed and killed Helch. In June 1975 Agee had wrilten
.•. 'EvelllUally. CIA people can be neutralized /aster tIuua Mr. Colby can hire
them /or mischie/ abroad'" (Reed Irvine and Joseph C. Goulden. "Worse than
Benedict Arnold. .. New Dimensions. December 1992. p. 7).
48

p. 10.
Powell. op. ciL. pp. 66-67.

47 Isaac. op. cit.

<co Saul Landau, "Cuba: The Present Reality." New uft Review. May-June 1961, p.
22.

48

Joseph Goulden, "CIA Turncoat Philip Agee Got Cuban, Soviet Funds."

J.A. Emerson Vennaat, "'The Transnational Institute: The Cuban Connection,"
Midstream., February 1986.

Pen.scope--Newsletter 0/ the Association 0/ Fonner Intelligence Officers (McLean.
VA). Sep. 1992, p. I.

Saul Landau and John Dinges, Aua.ssination on Emba.ssy Row (McGraw Hill:
New York, 1980), p. 128.

49

<C1

<C2

<C3

Powell, op. cit., p. 212.

U.S. Congress, Senate, Subcomminee to Inves'igate the Administration 0/ the
Internal Security Act and Other Internal Security Laws 0/ the Committee on the
Judiciary. Part I Organizing Committec for a Fifth Estate, 94th Congress.. 2d
session., March 26, 1976. pp. 24-25.
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briefcase confirmed that he was a paid agent of the
Cuban Intelligence Agency (DG!) and a member of
the Chilean Socialist party. 53

murder,50 but although culpable, there evidently was
not enough hard evidence to prosecute them.
Welch was not the only American to suffer
violence due to IPS's collaborations. Two days after
an agent in Jamaica was similarly fingered , the
agent's home was machine gunned. When thirteen
U.S. agents in Nicaragua were compromised, their
families received death threats and all had to be
evacuated;" and naming two British agents in
Poland resulted in their prompt murder too.
After Agee's spree with CounterSpy was
suspected of causing the murder of the two British
agents, Britain issued deportation orders on him. At
his ensuing appeal, IPS man Morton Halperin
(appointed one of Clinton's Assistant Secretaries of
Defense) flew to England to represent Agee. When
Agee was ordered deported anyway, IPS helped
resettle him in Holland. Additionally, IPS continued
to defend Agee's activities and assigned additional
IPS personnel to serve on the advisory board and as
production manager of CounterSpy."

Clinton appointed Morton Halperin--IPS
man and apologist for KGB agent Agee--to
the position of Assistant Secretary of
Defense.

*****

After Letelier was killed on a Cuban spy
mission, IPS replaced him with Tariq Ali,
a leader of the Trotskyite Fourth
Internationale of the Communist Party;
IPS replaced Letelier with Tariq Ali, a leader of
the Trotskyite Fourth Internationale of the
Communist Party, who due to his links with
terrorism is even now barred from entering the U.S.
and seven other countries. 54 Agee's IPS comrade
Raskin appears to be a true Marxist. In one IPS
publication he wrote:
... Such positive social philosophies as
Marxism are beginning to have a larger
following . . . . We are all Marxists--either
by using that analysis or by playing out, as
actors, the tragic role Marx foresaw. 55

IPS Hosted Criminals & Terrorists
As the following pages will continue to detail,
members or patrons of Clinton advisor Derek
Shearer's IPS have been implicated in a number of
politically motivated criminal activities; including
conspiracy to kidnap the U.S. Secretary of State,
treason, bombings, espionage, and murder.
APIWide \lbrfd Photos
Kidnapping, Murder, Bombings, Bank
Richard Welch was assassinated after a KGB
Robbery, Arson. IPS personnel have firm links
agellt workillg with IPS exposed hilll.
CIA
to a number of global terrorist groups. IPS men Joe
Director Colby (left) persollally blamed IPS
Stork, Eqbal Ahmad and Fred Halliday for instance,
collaborators for Welch's murder.
are firmly placed with the Middle East Research and
Various governments did not take kindly to such Information Project (MERIP) which supports
episodes, so at least one evidently started killing IPS Arafat's PLO; and MERIP has ties to the terrorist
members in retaliation. In September 1976 a car group which murdered56 the eleven Israeli athletes at
bomb (set by Chilean Intelligence?) blew up near the Munich Olympics.
IPS headquarters, killing IPS 's Counter-Intelligence
1>5 Isaac. o p. eiL. p. 15.
leader Orlando Letelier and IPS staff member Roni
Powell . op. cit . p. 24.
Moffitt. Charred documents from Letelier's 54 Isaac, op. cit. , p. 16.
55Marcus Raskin, First Han 'est, John S. Friedman. cd. (Grove Press: New Yo rk.
15183). p. 358.

go Powell. op. cit.. p. 66.

56 Isaac. op. ci t , pp. 10- 11.
John Trnin. " Invective From the Le ft," Forbes, August 3, 198 1. pp, 110- 111.
Powell. op. cit. , p. ISO.

51 Human Eve nts , A pril 10, 1982. p. 4.

52 Powell , o p. cit .. p. 68.
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U.S. while promoting sending aid to North Vietnam
during that war. 62
The FBI reveals IPS even mailed out agitational
briefing cards to prospective revolutionaries which
included IPS's phone number, to be called, " ... In
a riot or rebellion. . . ." if revolutionaries were in
need of support, food, shelter, legal aid, or other
assistance.63
And subversive underground
publications such as COMBAT (which is dedicated
to the overthrow of the U.S.) praise IPS and have
disclosed previously unknown facts about IPS's role
in the guerrilla underground.64 No wonder the FBI
recorded:

Of the above trio, Ahmad appears to be the most
notorious. He has the ignominious distinction of
being indicted for conspiring to criminally kidnap
the U.S. Secretary of State and planning to blow up
U.S. Federal buildings. 57 IPS is replete with such
individuals--one Secret FBI Memorandum reveals:

Individuals suspected of involvement in the
bombing of the Information Office of the
Rhodesian Embassy and Portuguese
Embassy in Washington, D.C., on 8129/70
and the attempted bombing of the Portuguese
Embassy Annex on 8/30/70 have closely
associated with IPS. Two current Bureau
fugitives, [deleted] who are New Left
activists wanted for participation in a bank
robbery and a murder on 9/23170, had IPS
contacts [deleted]. A Weatherman fugitive,
[deleted] was reported to have visited the
offices of IPS on 1218170.... 58

CIA has made the observation that IPS
potentially presents an excellent source of
information for foreign intelligence
•
servIces
....6S
Indeed, other FBI files reveal IPS might have
even channeled coded messages for communist
insurgents, both here and abroad:

Treason, Violent Revolution and More
Communist Espionage. One Confidential FBI
investigation of IPS was headlined:

New York [FBI office] is requested to advise
if they have encountered similar incidents
regarding coded messages being used by the
Communist Party, USA. . .. Also perhaps
New York, through some of its espionage
sources, might be able to advise if IPS has
come to their attention as a cover for
espionage activities. New Haven [FBI] is
requested to conduct appropriate . . .
investigation ... to determine any subversive
activities. WFO [Washington Field Office of
FBI] is continuing the investigation of IPS
[name deleted] for possible connections with
hostile foreign powers.66

This investigation is based upon
information which indicates that captioned
organization is engaged in activities which
could involve violations of Title 18,
U.S.C. 2387 [Sedition], 793 [Espionage],
2101 [Antiriot Laws], and Title 50, U.S.C.
781-798 [Internal Security Act of 1950 and
the Communist Control Act of 1954].59
Another Secret FBI document reports that IPS
man Karl Hess, "Sees no alternative but to use
violent tactics to destroy the United States
Government." 60 That same report quoted Arthur I.
Waskow (of IPS's Board of Directors) stating:

IPS officials also reportedly are part of a
message network to ... North Vietnam ....67

Revolution must be planned, organized
and then pulled off . . . through methods
that put lives on the line.61

Covert photographs reveal that known Soviet
spies such as KGB Colonel Viktor Taltz (later
deported) and other East Bloc functionaries regularly
Waskow was specifically cited in another Secret visited IPS headquarters even at the height of the
FBI study under the headline of "VIOLENCE" Cold War. And Dr. Stephen Powell reports that
where he was quoted advocating, "creative KGB officer Valery Lekarev even tried to recruit him
disorder" including, "looting and burning" in the 62 FBI File 100447935. Vol. 1. "Scc~" Report of March 14, 1969, pp.31-32.
57 Religious News SeTllice, April 27. 1971. pp. 26-27.

63

58 FBI

64 FBI File 100-447935, Vol. 2, November 3. 1970.

File 100-447935. Vol. 3. message of April 29. 1971.

59 FBI File 100-447935, Vol. 6. August 24, 1973 Report.

FBI File 100-447935. Vol. 2, March 19. 1970. p. 23.

65

FBI File 100-447935. Vol. I. August 6, 1968.

60

FBI File 100-447935. Vol. 2. Oct. 16, 1970. p. 12.

68

FBI File 100-447935, Vol. I. Message of July 11, 1969.

61

FBI File 100-447935, Vol. 2, Oct. 16, 1970, p. 27.

87

FBI File 100-447935. Vol. 3, Memo of July 8, 1971.
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at IPS, while Powell was there investigating IPS's
Marxism.68 Likewise, Alger Hiss, once a prominent
member of the State Department who was
imprisoned for perjury after being tried as a Soviet
spy, was honorably introduced at IPS in 1984 as a,
"distinguished scholar ofthe New Deal. " 69
Not surprisingly, Harvard Historian James L.
1Yson has actually traced control of IPS to the
Communist Party Central Committee in Moscow,
through Cuba's DGI Intelligence service, the Soviet
KGB, and Moscow's Communist Party Central
Committee.70
Most readers are astonished to learn that a group
such as IPS not only exists, but has been allowed to
run amok; but such are the times we live in. As
President Reagan explained:
Remember there was once a Congress . . .
which . . . would investigate even one of
[their] own members if it was believed that the
person had communist involvement or
communist leanings. Well, they've done
away with those committees. That shows ...
what the Soviets were able to do in this
country with making it unfashionable to be
anti-communist. 71

in New York City. That event, which was almost
exclusively funded by IPS Chairman Peter Weiss
and his wife Cora, was dedicated to fabricating
stories of "genocidalatrocities" America commits
against underprivileged minorities, and to exploiting
the old communist class warfare struggle between
the Bourgeoisie (middle and upper class "enemies")
and the Proletariat (lower class "workers").
1}rpical of the "f.1It" there foisted upon the public
was a large painting of a vampire-fanged Ronald
Reagan capturing black children and sucking their
blood out and eating them alive. 73

Typical of IPS sponsored "art" was a large
painting of a vampire-fanged Ronald
Reagan capturing black children and
sucking thei,. blood out befo,.e eating them
alive.

After savaging American icons at Committed to
Print, other paintings built up the icons of
communism, just as Chairman Mao had instructed
followers to do in his Yen an lectures. These
included huge, jingoistic renditions of Mao and Che'
Guevara depicted as smiling, friendly, handsome
fellows, waving to passersby.
Dr. Powell confirms: "The Institute for Policy
IPS Leaders Sponsor Marxist Art
Studies is the preeminent intellectual center for
For years communist leaders have realized the Marxism today in this country. "74 Powell continues:
propaganda premium art can yield upon a targeted
culture. Chairman Mao Tse-tung himself wrote
I read all of the literature that the Institute
about this propaganda factor in his Yenan lectures.
published, and I attended many of its
He rightly concluded that a dedicated Marxist artist
meetings. I learned what their whole
in a targeted country is worth more than a thousand
agenda was all about, and it was interesting
soldiers in that country's borders. Mao explained
to know that their agenda parallels the
that such cultural saboteurs were not only to use
seven major objectives of the Soviet
their mediums to propagandize their audiences that
Union, the long standing objectives of the
communism was good, but to paint the existing
Soviets--active measures and propaganda
orders of targeted countries as being inherently evil.
efforts. . .. I did not arrive at this in any
IPS is deeply involved in this form of cultural
sort of random fashion. The fact is that
warfare. James F. Cooper reports, "The primary
various sources, from academic sources to
goal of IPS [art] is to indoctrinate Americans with
intelligence committees, the State
Marxist dogma and disinformatibn. "72 For example,
Department, House and Senate hearings on
IPS funded the infamous Committed to Print exhibit
Soviet active measures and propaganda,
usually include [these seven Soviet
em National Commiuec to Restore Internal Security (NCRIS. Mantoloking. NJ
08738). "Gorbachev's Apparatus in the United States and 'The Moscow Spring:"
Objectives] in their introduction....75
June 8. 1988. p. 36. Hereafter referred to as NCRIS.
89

Powell. op. cit. Photo Section.

70James

L. Tyson. Target America: The Influence of COmnuuJist PropaglUlda on

u.s. Media (Regnery Gateway: Lake Bluff. II.. 1985). p.21.

71

75 James F. Cooper. "Biting the Hand that Feeds Them:' The New American. June
18. 1990. p. 41.

President Ronald Reagan. St. Louis Post.DispalCh. October 2. 1987. p. 19A

James F. Cooper. "Marxism. Pornography." The New AmericlUl. September 10
1990. p.35.

74

NCRIS. op. cit. p. 26.

75

NCRIS. op. cit. p. 35.

72
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IPS Promotes
X-RATED Pornography

Media Blasts IPS's Extremism
Even the usually liberal media has had few kind
words for IPS. Here are some examples:

Also receiving IPS support at the
aforementioned Committed to Print rally were the
Wall Street Journal: "... A funnel for
Franklin Furnace and Kitchen Theater acting
disinformation
. ... " 77
" .
.
groups. These groups are famous for their
outrageously degrading pornographic presentations
Forbes:
" . . . A radical Washington
designed to break down American culture by first
mill
. ... " 78
propaganda
enthralling audiences through stimulating their
basest prurient instincts, and then injecting political
New York Times Magazine: "Eqbal
propaganda into the performances when viewers are
Ahmad
/of IPS] ... praised China, Cuba,
most susceptible to visual stimuli.
N.0rt,h
Vietnam as 'the forces Qf
a.nd
Franklin Furnace, for example, is famous for
l,berat,on
.
.
.. Barnet and some of his
featuring a nude female performer smeared with
have
also praised postwar Vietnam
colleagues
chocolate (to simulate feces?) whose claim was that
and Cambodia under Pol Pot. " 79
she was protesting, "male sexism" in America.
During her act she screamed, "God is death, Forget
Herald of Freedom: ".
An
God!" The climax of her act was the burning of
internationally active Marxist think tank
American flags while cursing conservatives Pat
pressing for a revolutionary world and U.S.
Robertson and Pat Buchanan.
IPSs programs include . .. lines favorable to
Both Kitchen Theater and Franklin Furnace
the
Soviet camp and the multitude of Soviet
groups, which receive sponsorship from IPS, have
backed
terrorist 'national liberation'
also hosted porn-starlett Annie Sprinkle for acts on
movements
in Africa, Asia and Latin
their stages. In her typical performances before
America."
80
these live audiences, Sprinkle urinates on the stage
floor and on front row viewers, openly masturbates
National Review: " . . . The perfect
with phallic devices while growling obscenities into
intellectual front for Soviet activities which
the microphone, leaps naked into the audience to
would be resisted if they were to originate
perfonn oral sex on men there--and after inserting a
openly from the KGB." 81
lighted gynecological speculum scope into her
vaginal canal--assumes the birthing position and
Entire Books Written Against IPS.
invites audience members to crowd forward to peer Many believe the bestselling fiction novel, The
into her uterine cavity. 76
Spike, by Intelligence expert Robert Moss and
Washington Times Editor Arnaud de Borchgrave
was an attempt to warn the public about IPS. In
Smearing herself with chocolate she their book, the U.S. was overthrown by the Institute
screamed ttGod is death, Forget God!" for Progressive Reform--IPR. Their fictitious IPR
bore strong parallels to the real life IPS--including
She then burned several American flags.
names of individuals. So alarming was The Spike's
veiled message that a Congressional committee even
As shall be documented, Hillary Clinton has took testimony from one of the authors.82
Additionally, a number of non-fiction writers
chosen to praise and give tens of thousands of
have
warned about IPS's extremism. For example,
dollars to IPS or IPS's support groups, because she
in
the
Forward to Dr. Rael Jean Isaac's America the
believes they are, "progressive activist
organizations." Is this the the type of "change" the
11 Train. loc. cit
Clintons have in mind for America?
78

John Tmin. Forbes. Nov. 24. 1980.

Joshua Mumvchik. "The Think Tank on the Left," New York Times Magazine.
May 3. 1981. p. 106.

79

80 Herald

0/ Freedom. June

13. 1980.

Brian Crozier. ··Power and National Sovereignly." National Review. February 2.
J979.

81

18 Cooper. op. cit.. "Marxism. Pornography."

82 Reed Irvine. '"Target America" book review. 'AlM Report (Accumcy In Media:
Washington. D.C.).
.
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Enemy--Profile of a Revolutionary Think Tank, damning indictment can be proven from the writings
Ernest W. Lefever, President of the Ethics and of Bill Clinton himself.
In December of 1969 Bill wrote a candid
Public Policy Center, wrote:
follow-up letter to Army ROTC Director Colonel
IPS writers see contemporary America as the
Eugene Holmes, who earlier had helped Bill avoid
enemy, the brutal exploiter ... the tyrant, both
the draft when Clinton pretended to be interested in
at home and abroad. Only revolutionary
studying for an officer's commission. Clinton
action, including 'guerrilla politics,' will
confessed to Holmes:
transform America into what it should
become. Among other things this means the
... First, I want to thank yOU ... for
unilateral disarmament of our military and
saving me from the draft. . . . In
intelligence services, the destruction of the
retrospect, it seems that the admiration [we
capitalist system and particularly the
felt for each other] might not have been
multinational corporation, and the drastic
mutual had you known a little more about
reorientation of our schools and universities.
me, about my political beliefs and activities.
No such demands are made for ... the Soviet
At least you might have thought me more fit
Union. The Kremlin, according to Richard
for the draft than for ROTC. . .. I have
Barnet, an IPS co-founder, has succeeded in
written and spoken and marched against the
establishing 'substantive' freedoms for its
war. One of the national organizers of the
peoples.... IPS writers criticize U.S. foreign
Vietnam Moratorium is a close friend of
policy at every tum. The occasional Soviet
mine. After I left Arkansas last summer, I
lapses from grace ... such as support for the
went to Washington to work in the national
genocidal Pol Pot regime in Cambodia-are laid
headquarters of the Moratorium, then to
at the door of an aggressive America.
England to organize Americans for the
demonstrations Oct. 15 and Nov. 16
If any doubt still exists in the readers mind as to
[respectively].84
the nature of IPS and the agenda of those associated
with that group, those doubts will be expelled when
The full version of the above letter fully details
the following FBI summary of IPS is considered:
Clinton's reneging on an earlier Letter of Intent to
join ROTC (which had allowed him to avoid the
In general discussion, the Institute for
draft); but that is not what is important here. What
Policy Studies, the ... New Left thinkis important is Clinton's confession of working for
tank, came up. [Deleted] concurred in the
the national headquarters of the Vietnam
feeling [that] this group played an insidious
Moratorium, and his admission that one of the
and influential role in developing strategy
national organizers for that event was a close
and tactics for all phases of subversion,
personal friend; for that November 15, 1969
seditious activity, racial conflict and
Vietnam Moratorium event was planned not only by
revolutionary political agitation and
key leaders of the USSR, North Vietnam, Viet
violence. . .. The true subversive role and
Cong, and East Germany, but by a Communist
intent of IPS needs to be made known to the
Party USA veteran and IPS!
public and HCIS [House Committee on
The Moratorium Mr. Clinton confesses to
Internal Security] presents an excellent
helping actuate was first conceived at a May 1969
forum to accomplish this. 83
meeting of the National Mobilization Committee to
End the War in Vietnam (MOBE), which met in
Stockholm under the auspices of the Soviet's World
Bill Clinton Linked to IPS &
Peace Council, to plan antiwar activities for that
Communists While a Hippy Protester autumn in Washington, D.C. In attendance there
While good men were dying in Vietnam, Bill were Vietcong leader Nguyen Thi Binh, North
Clinton was aiding and abetting communist leaders Vietnamese leader Nguyen Minh Vy and IPS
and IPS organizers who were openly calling not for member John Wilson.8S
peace in Southeast Asia, but for a Marxist victory
and for the defeat of the United States there. This 84 Bill Clinton. letter to Army Rarc Colonel Eugene Holmes. December 1969.
Louis A. Fanning. Betrayal in Vietnam (Arlington House. New Rochelle. N.Y.:
1976). p. 30. Also. IPS Annual Report. "Beginning the Second Decade. 19631973," p. 13.
'

85

83 FBI File 100-447935-119. Memorandum from agent RL Shackelford to Agent
E. S. MiUer. November 11. 1971.
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At a subsequent meeting of MOBE in East
Th~ raI analyzed the various radical groups
Berlin, Soviet leaders Aleksei Kosygin and Leonid comprising New MOBE (which would have
Brezhnev both lauded MOBE activists (including included Bill Clinton) in a Secret report issued
I~S. leaders Irving S~off and Carlton Goodlett) for October 27, 1969:
aiding the communist agenda and for thwarting
The ~New .Mobilization Committee] is
America's efforts.86
deSCribed In the publication entitled
'Communist Origin and Manipulation of
Vietna~
Week . . . a report by the
Bill Cli!'ton did the bidding of top
Committee
on Un-American Activities
Communist Party and IPS officials and
of
Repr~sentatives.
On page 53, th~
House
helped deploy their anti-American
report
states
In
part,
'Communists
are
militantly Marxist agenda worldwide.
'
playing dominant roles in ... the Student
Mobilization Committee.... ' 91
Less than a month later, in July of 1969, the
MOBE group was reformed into the New MOBE
group. New MOBE was organized by veteran
C~mmuni~t Party member Sidney Peck and his
fnends--fnends such as IPS members Cora Weiss
Arthur Waskow, Sidney Lens, Rennie Davis, and
Dave Dellinger. ff7 New MOBE's communist/IPS
leaders soon finalized the two huge events which
Bill Clinton wrote that he also helped actuate--the
October 15 Moratorium and the November 15
[November 16 in England] worldwide protest
march. 88
This gaggle of Marxist despots and activists
eviden~ly thought quite highly of Mr. Clinton, for
Mr. Clinton not only worked at their Moratorium
headquarters in Washington, but, according to a
qualified witness, was dispatched to England by
them to lead Moratorium activities there tOO.89
North Vie~ 's Prime Minister Pham Van Dong
was so appreciative of the pro-communist activities
of this mob (which included Bill Clinton) that he
cabled them this message:

On November 15, the day of the huge
Moratori~m march in Washington, none other than
IPS p~opI?etor Cora .~eiss was placed in charge of
coo~dl!labng the logistics of the operation--walkietalkie In hand--from the Moratorium's Mobilization
command post.92
Simultaneously, IPS co-founder Richard Barnet
flew to Hanoi to sit at the side of North Vietnam's
Premier Van. Dong [previously quoted praising New
MOBE radicals] where Barnet and communist
le.aders .there held,,, ". . . A week of intensive
d,scuss,ons. . ..
on how to best exploit the
American public; 93 and where Barnet spouted to the
cheering Red masses, " ... That the Vietnamese are
fighting 'against the same aggressors that we will
continue to fight in our country. ,,, 94
The communist government in North Vietnam
later confessed that it,
could not have won the
war . . . " without the help of such media-oriented
activism in the U.S. 95 Indeed, upon jetting to
England to serve (under the aegis of the Soviet's
World Peace Council) as an organizer for that
country's November 16 portion of the worldwide
Moratori urn, Moratorium organizers such as Bill
Clinton were saluted by Hoang Minh Giam, North
Vietnam's Minister of Culture, who gushed:
H •••

We are firmly confidant that with the
solidarity and courage of our two peoples,
with the sympathy and support of the peaceloving peoples in the world, the struggle of
the Vietnamese people and of the progressive
people in the United States against U.S.
aggression will end in total victory. I wish
your 'Fall Offensive' a brilliant success.90

The Vietnamese warmly acclaim and
support with all their strength the struggle
engaged' by opponents of the war. 96
91
9. FBI File 100-447935-252. Secret Memo of October 27. 1969. p. 16. See also p.

88 Fanning. op. cit.. p. 30
87

Fanning. op. cit. pp. 31-33.

88

U.s.

92 William
~2~

.
Congress. House. Comnut~e
on In~mal Security. Annual Report for the
Year 1970. 91st Congress. 2nd Session. p. 130.

Testimony of Jesuit priest Richard McSorley. per Aoyd G. Brown. Slick lVillie-Why America Can" Trust Bill Clinton (Annapohs Pubhshing Co.. 1992). pp. 2326.
90 U.S. Congress. House. Commit~e on In~mal Security. Annual Report for the
Year 1970. 918t Congress. 2nd Session. p. 130.

69

Sloane Coffin. Jr.. Once to Every Man (Antheneum New York 1977)

93

Quiclcsilver Tunes. December 8-.18. 1969. p. 9.

94

FBI File 100-447935. Volume 2. March 19. 1970. page 16.

.

..

Robert Elegant. "How to Lose a War: Reflections of a Foreign Correspondent."
Encounter (London). August 1981. p. 76.

95

96
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Considering the high degree and depth of input
and approval which IPS leaders and world-famous
communist dictators gave MOBE, there is no way
Bill Clinton can continue to claim that he was just an
ignorant protester. For Bill Clinton was aware
enough and involved enough in MOBE for MOBE's
leaders to trust him with an overseas mission to
England on the day of the big march--just like
Richard Barnet was trusted on that day with a
special assignment to North Vietnam!

American activist network which was organized by
IPS and which sought the counsel of, and was
applauded by Viet Cong, North Vietnamese, East
German and Soviet Union leaders.
Not
surprisingly, much of the FBI's record on persons
involved with IPS's activism as it relates to the
Vietnam Moratorium remains classified to this day,
"in the interest of national defense," by order of
none other than the President ofthe United States!

Bill Clinton Linked to IPS Through
the Progressive Policy Institute

Bill Clinton served as an international
leader in a pro-communist, anti-American
activist group which was organized by
IPS and which sought the counsel oj, and
was applauded by, the leaders of the Viet
Cong, North Vietnam, East Germany and
the USSR.
Indeed, with the heads of the Soviet Union, East
Germany and North Vietnam attending MOBE's
meetings and cabling salutary messages to MOBE
organizers, such as Bill Clinton, Clinton can no
longer be allowed to masquerade as just having been
a stupid, dope smoking, flea bitten hippy back then.
Now, he must be rightly recategorized for what he
was--a devoted communist collaborator!
After learning these facts, Colonel Eugene
Holmes later bemoaned his decision to help Bill
Clinton avoid the draft by offering him an ROTC
scholarship. Colonel Holmes records:
When I consider the calibre, the bravery,
and the patriotism of the fine young
soldiers whose deaths I have witnessed,
and others whose funerals I have attended.
When I reflect on not only the
willingness but eagerness that so many of
them displayed in their earnest desire to
defend and serve their country, it is
untenable and incomprehensible to me that
a man who was not merely unwilling to
serve his country, but actually protested
against its military, should ever be in the
position of Commander-in Chief of our
armed forces. 97

One of the camouflage techniques IPS uses to
shroud its activities is to form organizations outside
itself which it influences or runs, but which do not
carry the negative connotation of its name. Such is
the case with, "The Progressive Policy Institute,
widely billed as President-elect Bill Clinton's think
tank."" The Vice President of the Progressive
Policy Institute is veteran IPS member Robert
Shapiro."
This galling reality, that Bill Clinton identifies
himself with a spin-off group led by an IPS activist,
is harsh indeed. Harsher still are the evidences of
how that group is affecting Clinton's policies. For
example, much has been heard about Mr. Clinton's
plan to, "reinvent government;" the Progressive
Policy Institute's Prospectus advertises a book by
one of its members titled , Laboratories of
Democracy and Reinventing Government.

Bill Clinton Linked to IPS
Through Derek Shearer
As the opening of SECRET reveals, one of Bill
Clinton's main links to IPS is through his closest
friend and advisor, IPS man Derek Shearer.

'Derek is a very old and close friend of Bill
Clinton's, and among the advisors he is
probably one of the oldest and closest
friends,' says Mr. Altman, an investment
banker and vice chairman of Blackstone
Group. Gov. Clinton's communications
director, George Stephanopolous, calls Mr.
Shearer both 'friend and advisor' to the
governor who has hosted the Clintons at his
house near the beach. ' 00

To reiterate, during Vietnam, Bill Clinton avoided
the draft through subterfuge and instead served as an
international leader in a pro-communist, anti-

1111 And Thnt'3 the noy It J.J(n't) (Media RCSC<Irch Center: Alexandria. Virginia), p.60.

ii) Colonel Eugene Holmes, Afridavil of September 1992.

100 Frederi ck Rose. "Liberal T hrowback Derek Shearer Wins Role in Clinton
Economic Ci rcle." The noll Sluel Journal, September II . 1992.

66 nbshingroll . D.C. News
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Following is an examination of the philosophies
IPS man Shearer now brings to the White House.
Shearer Claims Marxism Helps us
"Humanize." Derek Shearer embraces, "worker
controlled enterprises" such as he claims exist in
Yugoslavia, China and Cuba. He writes:
. . . Marxist economic and social
philosophy . . . was and is an attempt to
humanize economic and social life... .
American visitors to China and Cuba .. .
will attest to the austerity of life ... yet,
they also comment on the spirit of
cooperativeness and well-being that
pelVades Chinese and Cuban life. lol

ownership." 106 For example, Shearer advocates,
" ... Dismantling, or at least restricting the power
of ... corporations . ... " 107 No wonder Shearer
has been labeled the, "scourge of corporate
America," 108 and the ED crowd has been dubbed,
"the anti-industry coalition." 109
Knowing that
Americans do not respond to calls for socialism,
Shearer instead uses the innocuous euphemism
"Economic Democracy" to dupe listeners into
supporting his plan. He states:

Socialism has a bad name in America, and
no amount of wishful thinking on the part
of the left is going to change that. . . . The
words Economic Democracy are an
adequate and effective replacement. 110

Shearer Embraces Communist Party
Leader Antonio Gramsci. Derek Shearer is a
Earlier, Shearer used this same disarming
prime leader in a nationwide consortium of leftists
who advocate a socialist program they call propaganda phrase to promote socialism while
"Economic Democracy," (ED). Of ED, Shearer running Jane Fonda and Tom Hayden's similarly
confesses, "The . .. economic reform program named Campaign for Economic Democracy (CED) 111
which we've described will inevitably be labeled in Santa Monica, California--with disastrous results!
socialistic." 101
Indeed, Shearer reveals his After Shearer's wife was elected Mayor of Santa
Economic Democracy is fashioned, in part, Monica, she appointed Derek and his fellow CED
according to the teachings of the famed Italian activists to the city commission.
communist leader Antonio Gramsci; 103 one of this
Guided by this philosophy, Santa Monica
century's foremost Marxist theoreticians. 104
has adopted the strictest, and most
Shearer's admiration for Comrade Gramsci's
destructive,
rent controls in the nation. In
world view and his ability to actualize that world
Mr.
Shearer
told Ed Bradley of
1982,
view through Bill Clinton is no secret. Wrote author
CBS's
'60
Minutes'.
. . the Campaign for
and political analyst Larry Abraham:
Economic Democracy . . . was
If Bill Clinton wins this election, it will
recommending a radical redistribution of the
mark the end of ... America's 'goodness.'
wealth in Santa Monica. The hope was to,
'use the power of the ... government to
Under a Clinton co-regency. . .. It will be
the totally amoral order envisioned six
control the wealth ofthe city. '112
decades ago by the Italian Marxist Antonio
Gram sci. lOS
Shearer's anti-business edicts soon crippled
Santa Monica's economy and earned that city the
Shearer's Economic Democracy: derogatory nickname, "the Peoples Republic of
Socialism,
Taxation
&
Corporate Santa Monica. " Amidst the financial wreckage they
Dismantlement. Economist Thomas DiLorenzo caused, the Shearer's were nabbed taking a
warns, "Shearer's perspective on the U.S. suspicious free trip to London which might have
economy, and on the role ofprofit in it, has led him
to show a certain hostility toward private

106 Dr. Thomas J. DiLorenzo, "The Economist on Clinton's Len," The Wall Street
Journal. September 10. 1992.
107

161 Derek Shearer and Martin Carnoy. Economic Democracy: The Challenge of the
1980s (M. E. Sharpe: White Plains. N.Y.. 1980).

Peter Passcll. "The Nation-Clinton Economists Cast A Wide Net, For Uberals."
The New York Tunu. October 11. 1992. p. D.

Derek Shearer and Lee Webb. "How to Plan a Mixed Economy." Nation.
October 11. 1975. p. 340.
102

103

Derek Shearer and Martin Carnoy. loc. cit

108

James T. Bennett and Thomas J. DiLorenzo. Destroying Democracy: How
Government Funds Partisan Politics (CATO Institute: Washington. D.C., 1985). p.
37.
109

Derek Shearer and Martin Carnoy. op. cit. p.385.

"Gramsci. Antonio . . . intellectual and politician. a founder of the Italian
Communist Party whose ideas stlll greatl) influence Italian Comnwnism."
Encyclopedia Britannica. 15th Ed. Vol. 6 (UOlV. of Chicago. 1989). p. 41l.
104

Derek Shearer. as cited by Justin Raimondo. "Inside the CEO," Reason.
February 1982. p. 20.

110
111

Powell. op. cit.. p. 191.

112

DiLorenzo. loc. cit

106 Larry

H. Abraham. "The Real Issues This Election," Insider Report (Wuana. WA
98395), October 1992. p. 2.
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violated state law. Later, Derek was hounded from
office amid complaints that he had not only
impoverished the city through socialism, but that he
was a bickering incompetent who often even failed
to show up for work. 113 After that central planning
debacle and career bust, Clinton still now evidently
believes Shearer is qualified to guide the entire
nation in matters of industry and commerce!
Shearer ardently maintains that a prime goal of
Economic Democracy is indeed to remove control of
corporations from stock holding citizens and
company officials (who are also citizens) and place
control of corporations into the hands of the
government; classic Communist Manifesto ideology.
After reading Shearer's book, Economic
Democracy, one Wall Street Journal reporter wrote
that Shearer hopes for a national economy,
Planned by government bureaucrats. They also call
for nothing less than complete governmental control
ofthe capital markets. "114 Shearer uses manipulative
language in such writings, always referring to the
government as the "public," in order to lesson the
shock of his proposals. 115 Examples:
CI • • •

employee funds, of city--and state-owned
banks staffed with trust departments ... to
handle large pension fund accounts ... using
this 'pension power,' federal purchase of at
least one healthy national bank holding
company ... [would be possible] giving the
government a stronger position from which
to influence the activities of the remaining
banks.lls
As private banks have deemed such collectivist
endeavors uncreditworthy, Shearer advocates
funding his system by raising taxes and punishing
those who insist on practicing free economics by
denying them tax incentives. He further proposes
hounding entrepreneurial capitalists through lawsuits
Corporations would be
and proposing that,
required to submit a 'social balance sheet' to
regulators each year." 119
So by punishing
entrepreneurs while granting subsidies to those who
obey his Marxist model, Shearer evidently plans to
effectively nationalize U.S. industry. 120
More
proofs:
CI.

The two essential elements of any strategy of
fundamental reform in the United States today
are: (1) The shift of investment control from
corporate domination to the public; and (2)
The reconstruction of economic decision
making through . . . worker/consumercontrolled production. 116

According to 'Economic Democracy,' Mr.
Shearer favors ..• pervasive governmental
control of virtually all business behavior. If an
industry, 'refuses to bargain' with the
government by, say, objecting to the imposition
of price controls, 'real sanctions must be
levied. . .. These could include the denial of
tax advantages and other subsidies, denial of
export licenses, threat ofantitrust suits, and so
on.' 122

government. 117
Shearer definitively considers the "public" to
actually mean the "government" when he speaks of
this forced redistribution of wealth and power:

[In his book, A New Social Contract, Shearer
called for] government 'control of . . .
investment.'
Dozens of newly created
government enterprises are 'the cornerstones

The basic elements of our strategy ... are:
the creation, from both private and public
115 Rose. loc. cit.
114 ibid.
Sec Bennett and Dilorenzo. op. cit.. p. 38, for further analysis of Shearer's
verbal gymnastics in referring to the government as the "public. t'

Sbearer and CamOY. loco cit. In actuality, corporations already belong to the
populace (stockholders). And corporate managers (who arc also people) arc
responsible to those citizens who purchase ownership through stock. Also.
consumers already control production in the free market. by demanding some
products and not purcbasing others.
118

117 Shearer and

Camoy. loco cit. Emphasis added.

•

[In an article in the Nation, Shearer called on
Washington to] create a government-owned
holding company, which would purchase a
controlling interest in a major firm in every
leading industry. 121

A strategy of reform must transfer capital
from the corporations to the public, so that the
people who work and consume can
collectively ... decide what to do with it.
The ... vehicle for that process should be the

116

•

iiii William T. Poole. "The Attack on the Corporation." Heritage Foundation
Institution Analysis no. S (Washington. September 1981). p. 13. Emphasis added.
'19 DiLorenzo.loc. cit.
120 Bennett and Dilorenzo. op. cit.. pp. 40-41. Note: Studies show that informed
citizens do not want a system such as this. as such requires the seizure of existing
private property, the suspension of free enterprise economics. the destruction of
freedom of contract and the right to individual ownership (See Bennett and
Dilorenzo. op. cit.. pp. 51-54).
121 Rose. loc. cit
122 Dilorenzo.
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of our New Social Contract,' under which
private businesses will be 'guided by new
rules ofbehavior' enforced by ... government
planning agencies. 123

Gramsci . . . argued that power is best
attained in developed ... countries through a
gradual process of radicalization of the
cultural institutions ... [so as to] transform
the values and morals of the society.
Gramsci believed that as society'S morals
were softened, so its political and economic
foundation would be more easily
smashed .... 128

IPS may brag on Shearer's goals as being
"Ewocommunist" in nature: 24 but Dr. James T.
Bennett (Eminent Scholar of George Mason
University) and Thomas J. DiLorenzo (professor of
economics at Loyala College) have only warnings
about Shearer and his Economic Democracy plan:
The anti-industry coalition is undertaking a
well-organized attack on the basic institutions
of a free-enterprise, private-property
economy. Its philosophy of economic
democracy, according to Derek Shearer, is
not substantially different from socialism.
Most professional economists acknowledge
that such policies as the government
ownership of industry, price controls,
government-mandated codetermination, and
strict regulation can only reduce the wealth of
nations. It is precisely this result, however,
that would provide the anti-industry coalition
with opportunities to take control politically at
the federal, state, and local levels of
government. 125

There is a consistency between the way IPS
operates and the revolutionary activity
advocated by ... Gramsci. For both it is
important to infiltrate autonomous
institutions--schools, media, churches,
public interest groups--so as to radically
transform the culture, which determines the
environment in which political and economic
policies are played OUt. 129
Scholars agree that Shearer's Economic
Democracy plan includes ideas which would make
Comrade Gramsci very happy--including draconian
controls and restrictions on private businesses,
empowering collectivist bullies to manipulate prices
and taxes, and the confiscation and redistribution of
private property. 130 Americans must ask themselves
if such "change" would bring about a utopian
dreamland, or a Marxist nightmare?
Shearer and SDSICommunist Veterans
Promote Economic Democracy via CASLP.
In 1975 Shearer helped IPS form a spin-off group
called the Conference on Alternative State and Local
Policies (CASLP) which was to be the vehicle for
Shearer to wage IPS's war against entrepreneurial
capitalism. Indeed. an IPS brochure advertises
CASLP as an effort to, "Strengthen the
programmatic work of the Left ... to enlarge the
base committed to policies for a restructured
America." CASLP has been deemed one of, "IPS s
.
deve1opments, " 131 as we II as,
most Important
"The most prominent state-level organization aimed
at pursuing th e antl-l°ndustry agenda.... "132 Dr..
Powell elaborates on IPS's purpose in forming
CASLP:

It is the advocate of this system who is lunching
with the President and advising him on policy-chumming with Mr. Clinton and spending long
hours with him as his personal reading
companion. 126 And it appears .that Hillary shares
similar views.
When HIllary gave the
commencement address at Wellesley College in
1969, she there railed against the, "Acquisitive and
competitive corporate life. " And while delivering a
commencement address on May 1, 1993 at the
University of Michigan, Hillary fondly reinvoked
her 1969 anti-industry speech again. 127
Bill's courtiers appear to be drinking deepl)' of
such Marxist drivel, but it is doubtful the Amencan
people will similarly imbibe if given an honest
choice. However, if Gramsci's plan to covertly
introduce such precepts is followed, Americans
could wake up one day and find such measures
imposed on them anyway! Examples:

o

0

... It is part and parcel of our adversaries'
program to establish a socialist world order

123 DiLorenzo, loco cit
124

In TIaese Trmu (IPS publ.). May 9. 1979. pp. 383-384.

128 Analysis from Antonio Gramsci's. Selections from the Prison Not~oolcs, cd.
Q. Hoare and G. Nowell Smith (London: 1971). p. 57; per Powell. op. Cit. p. 160.

125

Bennett and DiLorenzo, op. cit, p. 59.

129

Powell. op. cit .. pp. 359-360.

130

Powell. op. cit .. pp. 203-204.

131

Bennett and DiLorenzo. op. cit. p. 12.

132

Bennett and DiLorenzo. op. cit. p.61.

Bruce Jenssen, "CIA May Just Have to Give President Library Card." The
Wichita Eagle. December 6. 1992. p. 1D.

1211

127

William Norman Grigg. "Hyping Hillary," The New American. July 12. 1993.
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Shearer . . . helped write Hayden's
campaign platform.... The platform ...
is filled with panaceas such as advocacy of
state banks, municipally-owned utilities,
national health service, and direct worker's
control of industry. 138

to displace the corporate structure and to
weaken the capitalist system. So they have
targeted corporations and the Institute for
Policy Studies has been a leading
organization in creating a network of anticorporate groups.... Right at the top of the
list is the Conference on Alternative State and
Local Policies.... 133

It is apparent that Shearer's proposals are
finding a home in the Clinton administration-The FBI has been monitoring Shearer's examples being the Clinton's shrill anti-industry
extremist CASLP plan for some time. One FBI File rhetoric and their fetish over socializing health care.
even includes a clipping from The Capitol TImes of Socialized Health Care has long been an IPS goal.
Madison, Wisconsin, which features Shearer This was plainly spelled out in an expose' which
leading a CASLP meeting. That article's headline appeared in a 1'TI6 issue of Barrons Magazine.
blares, "60s Activists, Now Elected Officials, Will
Gather Here. " The article revealed how IPS was
sponsoring, "A nationwide conference of elected According to IPS, regulation and taxation
state and municipal officials who share a populist or are desirable, as they help control the
radical outlook." That FBI resource also reveals:
citizenry and cripple the free enterprise

system.

[CASLP had] ... Derek Shearer ... as one
of the meeting's advance men .... Shearer,
a special consultant to California's Director of
Employment who attained some prominence
on the left as a writer for Ramparts magazine
during the [Vietnam] war years, said he has
'modest hopes' for the organization which is
planned to come out of the conference. l34
CASLP was headquartered at IPS and IPS was
heavily involved in promoting Economic Democracy
through CASLP. I35 Working on CASLP's steering
committee with Shearer were Robert Borosage
(Director of IPS), Lee Webb (ex-Bureau Chief for
the pro-communist Gumdian newspaper136 and
former National Secretary for the terroristic SDS
group), Barbara Bick (former Communist Party
member), and Castroite Ron Dellums. l37

In that article, IPS man Marcus Raskin
described how IPS's strategy was to enlist the
support of liberal Congressmen (such as Ron
Dellums; D-CA) and then await a Democratic
Presidential victory. Raskin stated, "[ think that I
will have . .. on the assumption that the Democrats
win the election, reallyapowerjul effect. ".139
Likewise, Shearer's Economic Democracy
concept of seizing pension funds has also been
floated by Clinton. Congressman Hyde warns:
... The same folks ·who brought us the
largest tax increase in the history of the
Republic ... are now drawing up plans to
add an onerous tax on people's retirement
annuities. . . . President Clinton is
considering ending this tax deferral [on
pension funds]. We should not let this
happen. . .. These people are not rich and
need their annuities to retire in dignity.
Unfortunately, we have come to learn from
painful experience that President Clinton's
definition of 'rich' includes many who
view themselves as 'middle class.' 140

Shearer's
"Communist"
Ideals
Admitted by IPS. Derek Shearer's Economic
Democracy is in reality an agitational propaganda
program designed to introduce and institute Marxist
socialism. Even IPS admits such, revealing
Shearer's writings are based on, "Eurocommunist
economic models" and stating that Shearer is:
... Fond of vague phrases like 'worker's
control.' Conference member Derek
135 NCRIS. op. Cil. p. 32.
134 FBI File #100-447935. Vol. 10. showing The Capitol Times (Madison.
Wisconsin). May 23. 1975. p. AI.
135 Powell.

op. cit.. pp. 194-196.

138 Bennett

and Dilorenzo. op. cit.. p. 13.

137

Bennett and Dilorenzo. op. cit.. p.62.

To fully grasp how ruinous the full enactment of
Shearer's collectivist controls could be, and what
other social dangers this Marxist thinker might pose
134 In 'I7lese Times. loco cit.
139 David Kelley. "Going Public--The New Left Plans Radical Switch in Control of
Capitol." Ba"on:S Magazine. August 30. 1976.

140 Congressional Record--Howe. May 26. 1994.
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to America, one should also study the background
of other persons with IPS links who have helped
Shearer promote Economic Democracy in the past-and whom he might now need to assist him in the
Clinton White House.

Shearer's Radical Retinue: All
Linked to Marxism, IPS and
Economic Democracy
As the following pages will attest, reviewing a
list of Shearer's Economic Democracy assistants is
like reading a lexicon of radical liberalism, or even a
Who s Who of Marxist subversion.
Ron Dellums, Shearer and IPS. Because
of political jugglings due to Clinton's election,
Dellums (D-CA), now leads the House Armed
Services Committee. Ron Dellums, previously
mentioned working with Shearer on IPS's CASLP
project, has a history of Marxist militancy which
goes far beyond mere collaboration with IPS--which
he is also certainly guilty of.141
According to media quotes, Dellums is known
as an, Uopenly-avowedMarxist" 142 who is u • • • A
part of a Marxist coalition that decided the way to
change the U.S. was to infiltrate and work from
inside the power structure." Additionally, Dellums
raised funds for the pro-Marxist publication The
Guardian and opened his congressional office to the
Salvadoran Communist Party--helping they and IPS
form the CISPES group--which was largely
responsible for promoting the communist
insurgency in EI Salvador which killed thousands. loG
Dellums has received U.S. Communist Party
dignitaries in his Washington office and has
personally accepted a commendation from U.S.
Communist Party boss Gus Hall. Also, one of
Dellums' staffers is the former business manager of
People s Daily World, the Communist Party USA's
West Coast newspaper. 144
Dellums has not only associated with
communists, but has led them on missions also.
Dellums served as President of the Conference in
Solidarity with the Liberation Struggles of the
Peoples of Southern Africa, and had as his assistant
Carl Bloice. l45 Bloice was at the time a top leader in

Moscow's Central Committee of the Communist
Party, and served as editor of Peoples Daily
World. l46 Sponsoring comrades Dellums and Bloice
in their joint endeavor were the ANC and SWAPO
Marxist-terrorist groups, the American Institute for
Marxist Studies and Castro's Venceremos Brigade.
Additional sponsors included William Kunstler, the
National Lawyers Guild and CISPES;147 three radical
entities which shall be scrutinized in depth later in
SECRET in the segment on Hillary Clinton's
IPS/Marxist endeavors.

Whether or not 'communism is dead' in
Moscow, Shearer is keeping the views of
one of this century's foremost communist
theorists alive and well in Washington.
Having the ignominious distinction of voting
against most every U.S. military expenditure
proposed during his tenure, Dellums also showed
his colors by placing the text of a secret document
into the Congressional Record which:
. . . Turned out to be a gold mine of
information for the KGB and Soviet
military intelligence and undoubtedly led to
the death of U.S. soldiers in Vietnam. l48
Ex-Black Panther Eldrige Cleaver (now
reformed and highly respected in the religious and
business communities) affirms, "/ know [Dell urns]
personally . . . this man believes the world would
be better off if America lost power and Communists
took over." 149 Regarding Dellums, the Colorado
Springs Gazette Telegraph wrote:
After the U.S. invasion of Grenada,
congressional documents were found [in
Grenada] sent by Dellums to Grenada's
communist leader Maurice Bishop. Two of
his aides went on Radio Havana
immediately after the Grenada action to
declare the United States to be guilty of war
crimes. . . . [According to Dellums]
Sadam Hussein is a swell guy and the
United States is the bad guy. . .. By his
long-running record of hostility to U.S.

14, Powell, op. cil; see Powell's Index for sixteen examples.
142 Santa Ana Register. May 31. 1972.

Per William P. Hoar.....he Right Answers." The New American. FebrullJ)' 8.
1993. p. 20.

143
144

145

Biblical Scoreboard. Fall 1988.

NCRIS. op. ciL. Appendix.

p. 16.

146 NCRIS. op. ciL. p. 17.
147

NCRIS, op. ciL. Appendix.

148 Aida Parker Newsleaer.
149
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foreign policy, DeHums has marked himself
as an active enemy of American interests
abroad. By putting him on such a sensitive
committee, Speaker Foley has made him
even more dangerous. ISO

Communist Party leader on the lecture circuit.
Organizing an exhibit of "war crimes" allegedly
committed by U.S. soldiers, publicly desecrating
and throwing away U.S. military medals, and
giving an anti-American speech while standing
under a Viet Cong nag.

In the captured documents mentioned above
which DeHums' aide Carlottia Scott sent to
Grenada's communist dictator Bishop, she wrote:

Allowing Grenada's Marxist dictator Maurice
Bishop to help write Dellums' Congressional
speeches, in order to assure that the communists
would be shown in the most favorable light.

[DeHums] is really hooked on you and
Grenada and doesn't want anything to
happen to building the Revolution and
making it strong. He really admires you as
a person and even more so as a leader with
courage and foresight, principle and
integrity. Believe me, he doesn't make that
kind of statement often about anyone. The
only other person that I know of that he
expresses such admiration for is Fidel
[Castro]. lSI

Advocating the dissolution of the FBI, CIA, and
all other Intelligence services;
joining the
Democratic Socialist Organizing Committee.
Granting interviews with the Soviet Tass news
agency during which which he praised the USSR
and assailed the United States.
Lobbying for U.S. taxpayers to pay pensions to
veterans--of the communist army which fought to
overthrow Spain. 1S4

Ron just has to get all his thoughts in order as
to how your interests can best be served.
Ron, as a political thinker, is the best around
and Fidel will verify that in no uncertain
terms. When matched against the best of
them, Ron comes out ahead--even with
FideI!52
The National Review confirmed, "Dellums
vastly admires Fidel Castro, and constituted himself
a PR man for the gimcrack Communist regime of
Grenada's Maurice Bishop. Dellums routinely
employs Marxist prayer-wheel jargon to express his
hatred/or the United States." 153 Dellums' political
rap sheet is as long as it is dirty. It shows him:
Delivering keynote address at a Black Panther
birthday party honoring cop-killer Huey Newton.
Sponsoring and giving laudatory speeches to the
Soviet Union's World Peace Council. The FBI
has stated that the WPC is, "The larged and
mod active Soviet-front organiUltion. . . . It il
one of the major Soviet instruments for political
action and propaganda in the peace movement."
Vacationing with Fidel Castro in Havana, dining
with and promoting India's Communist Party
boss, and sponsoring EI Salvador's number two
186 Colorado Spring8 GG:.~ DkgrapA. February 25, 1991.
151 TM New ~rlcan. December 14, 1992. p.20.
152 Per William

P. Hoar, "The Right Answers," TM New American, Febrwuy 8,

1993, p. 20.
163 National

When Dellums was appointed to the House
Intelligence Committee, which is privy to some of
our most sensitive Intelligence and military secrets,
Human Events wrote, "The Dellums selection is a
first-rate national security scandal. ... " 155 Dellums
not only now holds sway over our military, but
because of Clinton's election is now more able to
assist Shearer in implementing ED nationwide.
Tom Hayden, Shearer and IPS. Derek
Shearer and radical leftist Tom Hayden (ex-husband
of Jane Fonda) are close Economic Democracy
comrades. l56 Shearer served as political advisor to
Fonda and Hayden when those two were married;
and wrote Hayden's platform for his unsuccessful
bid for the U.S. Senate in 1976.
After that political failure, Shearer assumed a
board position on Fonda and Hayden's Campaign
for Economic Democracy (CEO) project which was
designed to institute Economic Democracy in Santa
Monica, California,l57 where Shearer and Hayden
were neighbors. lss While serving in that capacity,
Shearer candidly admitted that their objective was,
154 Robert w. Lee, "A Danger to Our Defense," The New American, May 3, 1993,
pp. 5-9 (all eight paragraphs).
166

1977 CASLP conference in California used the handbook. ~rting Papers
on Economic Democracy. claiming it was, ..•••Meant. •• to lay 1M bui.s lor further
It
de"elopment of a 8tate-wide per8pective on Economic Democracy."
acknowledged the contribution of Tom Hayden. "Who put considerabk lime into
reading, editing and advuing on each paper. •• and Derek Shearer, w/a08e
\1Oluminou.r work has Iu!IpeIl lay 1M IMoretical ba.rLr lor Economic Democracy."

156 A

Per Powell, op. cit, pp. 200 & 417.
167

Review, October 14. 1988.
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" . To use the power of the city government to
control the wealth of the city." 159 Likewise, Hayden
stated:

In 1964, less than a year after its founding,
IPS brought Stokely Carmichael to its ...
headquarters for a conference series. A little
later, Carmichael joined . . . Castro in
Havana, where he declared that 'we are
moving toward urban guerrilla warfare
within the United States . . . in order to
change the structure of that capitalist
society' and, he insisted, 'we have no
alternative but to use aggressive armed
violence.' By 1965 IPS had become a hub
of revolutionary activism, having brought
together such militants as Tom
Hayden... Rubin ... and ... the ... SDS .... 161 .

We all know about the stagnant thing in our
midst. And we've all fallen in--one way or
another. We suffer its racism and sexism and
joblessness and wars and inflation and its
sugar-coated poisonings of our minds and
bodies. It has a name, this source of our ills.
An x-rated word--rarely spoken. . .. We
think it's time to name--and publicly challenge
the foul thing out loud. The stink in our midst
is called corporate capitalism--and who says
we have to live with it forever? Enough's
enough. 160

Regarding communist societies in general and
wartime Hanoi in particular, Hayden rhapsodized:

Hayden first associated with IPS in 1968 when
he helped IPS overseer Cora Weiss and other
fanatics plan the riots at the 1968 Democratic
Convention. That conflagration resulted in looters
running amok through Chicago for days, burning
and overturning cars and smashing windows-inflicting huge losses on a stunned community. As a
result of that assault on an American city, 686 rioters
were arrested, including IPS Director Peter Weiss.

Even before arriving in Hanoi we were
struck by the grace, variety and established
identity of the Vietnamese. . . . Our
impression of an effectively organized
society, with its own genuine character, was
deepened as we flew over the Chinese
border into Vietnam. Below rolled miles of
delicately manicured fields. 163
... We also discovered that we felt empathy
for those ... of the other side, spokesmen
for the Communist world in Prague and
Moscow, Peking and Hanoi. After all, we
call ourselves in some sense revolutionaries.
So do they. 164

"Communism is one of the options that
can improve people's lives."

--Tom Hayden
Following that IPS-inspired riot, Hayden's
radical SDS group took to the streets of Chicago to
conduct their famous "Days of Rage" pillage which
resulted in another 284 arrests. Following that
insurrection, Arthur Waskow of IPS wired $500 to
Neil Burnham (who was coordinator over those
rioters) in order to bail some of them out of jail.
Waskow then marched to the Justice Department in
Washington, demanding that the government indict
Illinois State Attorney Edward Hanrahan for
prosecuting the jailed criminals. 161 Hayden has had
other contact with IPS too:

We knew too what the Vietnamese
contribution to a humane socialism would be;
it was evident in the unembarrassed
handclasps among men, the poetry and song
at the center of man-woman relationships, the
freedom to weep practised [sic] by everyone
. . . as the Vietnamese speak of their
country.... Here we began to understand the
possibilities for a socialism of the heart. l6S
Regarding the paling atrocities North Vietnam
committed against its own people during the forced
collectivization of farms in 1956, Tom rationalized:

169 John H. Bunze" New Force on the Left: 10m Hayden and the Campaign
Agairul Corporate America (Hoover Institute Press: Stanford. 1983). p.3.
160 Per William T. Poole. "Campaign for Economic Democracy. Part 1: The New Left
in Government," Heritage Foundation Institution Analysis. no. 13 (Washington.
D.C.• September 1980). p.47.

181 CotnnlUnism and the New Left (by U.s. News'" \tbrld Report. Washington.
D.C.. 1969). p. 59.
David Armstrong. A Trumpet to Arms: Alternalive Media in America (J. P.
Tarcber: Los Angeles. 1981). p. 123.
FBI File 100-447935. Vol. 2. Memorandum of August 10. 1970. p. 3.
evidences that "IPS subsidized the Chicago rioters and provided bail for them.'
New lbrk Tunes. March 18. 1969. p. 17.

,62 Powell. op. cit.. p. 29.
183

Hayden and Lynd. op. cit. p. 57.

164 Tom

Hayden and Staughton Lynd. TM OtMr Side (New York. 1966). pp. 17-

18.
165 Per Paul Hollander. Political Pilgrims: Travels 0/ Western Intellectuals to the
Soviet Union. China and Cuba, 1928-1978 (Oxford University Press: New York.
1981). p. 273.
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We suggest that this episode should be
viewed as an extension of the war against the
French and the violence involved should be
assessed in the same context as the terror of
the resistance itself. ' 66
Landing in Hanoi, Tom must have thought he
had fallen out of the skies into Valhalla itself.
However, Peking brought him even more mirth:
We landed in Peking early in the afternoon ....
The sense of a different world was
immediate .... We could feel the West was
behind us.
The Communist
' Internationale' [anthem] boomed with
conviction from outdoor loudspeakers at the
large modern airport. . . . Walking before
breakfast...we passed a group of women
energetically singing before starting a day's
work. Everywhere is the pulse of purposeful
activity. "7
During the Vietnam war Hayden worked closely
with top communists in producing propaganda, and
further showed his support for their cause by
writing North Vietnamese Colonel Van this letter:
We hope that the current Paris discussions
go well for you .
The Inegative) news
from South Vietnam seems very good. We
hope to see you this summer in Paris ....
Good Fortune! Victory!
Tom Hayden'"

Hayden pontificates that U.S. prisoners were
not tortured by the North Vietnamese, but that,
"They were the best treated prisoners in any war in
history."·69 In the same vein, one year before he ran
for the U.S. Senate Hayden was quoted by the
New York TImes regarding the final communist
takeover of Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos:

It was this man whom Shearer worked
diligently to seat in the U.S. Congress; and whose
Council for Economic Democracy Shearer directed.
Jane Fonda, Shearer and IPS. Fonda
(Clinton's Goodwill Ambassador to the UN) has
been a long time apologist for the world's worst
communist dictatorships. For example, she,
maintains that the North Vietnamese communists
were, "the conscience of the world" and that they
were, "driven by the same spirit that drove
Washington and Jefferson." 171
As was previously documented, Jane Fonda
utilized IPS man Derek Shearer to write thenhusband Tom Hayden's platform for Hayden's bid
for the U.S. Senate; and Shearer served on the
board of Fonda and Hayden's Campaign for
Economic Democracy.
Columnist John Lofton summed up Fonda's
political proclivities best, publishing one of hi s
national editorials as if it were a letter directly to her:
. . . And a little box with your interview,
featuring the so called 'highlights' of your life,
shows just how wrong you were.
It reads:
'1972; Called for a Viet Cong and North
Vietnamese victory in the Vietnam War and
visited Hanoi .
While she was there, media in
U.S.A . reported that she had urged U.S.
servicemen to desert during broadcasts over Radio
Hanoi.
On her return, she was called "Hanoi
Jane" and labeled a traitor in Congress. . . .'
For millions of Americans, your most
memorable starring role was not in any film we
saw in our neighborhood theater. It was when we
saw you on our TV screens, in mid-1972, on the
nightly news, in North Vietnam, where, laughing
and wearing a I Soviet) helmet, you were shown
seated in the gunner's seat of a Communist antiaircraft gun. . . .

This is a result of something we've been
working toward a long time. Indochina
has not fallen--it has risen. . . .
Communism is one of the options that can
improve people's lives.17·
11111 Hayden and Lynd. op. cit. , p. 179.

187 IloUander. o p. cit.. p. 293.
10& Bennetl and Dilorenzo, op. cit .. pp. 64-65.

168 Per Robert W: Pelton. Dead or ,\live?

QUe.Jtions &; Answers Regarding

Dec I4UiJied Intd figence PholO

Amuican POIV.r and MIA! (1. Flores PubliC3tio ns: Minmi. A o rida. 1993). p. IS8.

170 Be nnet a nd DiLorcn7.o, loc. cit..

17' Pelton, loc. cit.
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into intoning misty-eyed assertions of innocence and
goodwill in front of television viewers everywhere.
It was later revealed that Walters' husband was
Chairman of the Board of Lorimar Productions, the
That
company distributing Fonda's videos,, 74
revelation stank of a staged collaborative effort
between Fonda and Walters to make more money
together, rather than being a spontaneous public
repentance as viewers were led to believe. Also, the
Center For Investigative Reporting, which is an IPS
branch,175 is regularly contracted by ABC to research
and conceptualize stories for Walters and '20/20.' 176
. Sidney Lens, Shearer and IPS. IPS man
Lens also supports Shearer's Economic Democracy
program. 177 Lens has held membership in the
Communist League of America, 178 the Workers Party
and the Revolutionary Workers League. l79
An active radical in the 1960s Peace Movement,
Lens' autobiography,
Unrepentant Radical,
defended Marxism, attacked capitalism, called for
public seizure of corporations, nationalization of
banks, oil companies and utilities--and proposed a
constrictive national environmental plan; 180 as well
as, "a dozen forms of neighborhood and regional
control by political leaders. " 181
Lens was also an organizer of the
communist/IPS-led New MOBE protest group
which SECRET earlier exposed as being Bill
Clinton's first known link with IPS.

And then there were our prisoners-of-war in
Vietnam. Remember these guys? They were the
ones you called 'professional killers' as
contrasted with the North Vietnamese whom you
labeled 'a gentle people,' people so gentle you
questioned whether they really ever tortured
anybody. • ••
And then there were those
broadcasts on Radio Hanoi in which you called
our figbting men 'war criminals,' and those
Communists killing our fathers, sons, and
brothers, 'heroic sons' fighting for 'freedom.' I
think a lot of people think this was wrong,
particularly the broadcast to our GIs • • • in
which you seemed to encourage dissident U.S.
troops to murder their omcers.
Commenting on 'fragging'-..the throwing of a
fragmentation grenade Into the tent of a 'gung-ho
o«icer' determined to send his troops against
those who were not really the enemy--you said
that in
America, however, 'we do support
sGldiers who are beginning to think for
themselves.'
Clever, Jane. And don't worry.
Your message came through loud and clear. • • .
I think a lot of people think you were wrong
when, according to the Detroit Free Press, you
told a Michigan State University audience in
November, 1970: 'I would think that, if you
understood what communism was, you would
hope, you would pray on your knees that we
172
would become communist.'
Readers might have thought Fo~da had re.ce~tly

Jeremy

Rifkin,

Shearer

and IPS.

Economic Democracy supporter (and New Ager)
Rifkin has served as an IPS conference instructor. 181
According to Reed Irvine of Accuracy In Media:

abandoned communism and turned Into a capltahst,
marketing exercise videos and all. But that image
was dispelled in February 1989 when she reportedly
announced, "The money from my exercise videos
goes to my husband's political campaigns and to my
socialist concerns." 173

Jeremy Rifkin • • • [was] formerly a field
representative of the so-called 'New American
Movement,' [which is] a descendant of the Maoist
branch of the new left.
According to the Nov-Dec 1971 issue of the
group's underground paper, Rifkin was assigned
to . . • sanitize its literature and tone down the
socialist rhetoric so that it would not drive away

"I would think that, if you understood
what communism was, you would hope,
you would pray on your knees that we
would become communist."
--Jane Fonda

174 Paolino. loc. cil
175

Powell. op. cil. see Powell's Index for nine examples.

176 Terry

Pristin. "Cut Rate News," Columbia Journalism Review. May-June 1981.

p.42.

That remark brought Fonda under renewed and
intensified fire. When video sales dropped, Barb~a
Walters interviewed Fonda on '20/20,' offenng
Fonda a global forum to polish her ugly image.
Time and again, Walters there gently coaxed Fonda
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Per Joe Paolino. National Chairman of the American Coalition Against Hanoi
Jane (73 Delaware AYe.• Waterbury. cr 06708). undated ACAHJ Fact Sheel
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Lens. Unrepenl4n' Radical (Beacon Press: Boston. 1980). p. 25.
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180 ibid.
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Jeremy Rifkin. "Age of Transition: The Impact of the Biot~hnical and
Computer Revolutions:'IPS seminar. April 25. 1984; per ~w~~I. op. Cll. p. 180.
Susan George. "IPS Project on Transnational Corporations. June 9. 1984. tape
recording; per Powell. op. cil. pp. 180 & 414.
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late American journalist I.F. Stone as a paid KGB
agent.' Romerstein's source put Stone's name to
an agent who had previously been more vaguely
described by former KGB General Oleg Kalugin as
'a well known American Journalist--with a good
reputation. ' Stone, the premier leftist journalist
of the postwar era, was indeed lionized by the
major media on his death in 1989--Peter Jennings
made him 'Person of the Week' and praised his
determination 'to write the truth, to defend the
weak against the strong, to fight for justice.' So
this investigative journalism was distinctly
unwelcome.
When the New York Post ran another piece by
Romerstein, the New York Times bemoaned 'the
search for Red spies' and dismissed Romerstein
and Reed Irvine, who also pursued the story, as
'dupes of Moscow apparatchiks.' As the Post's
Eric Breindel points out, leftists and even some
liberals will write off all evidence that comes
from ex-communists.
But why are the major
institutions of American journalism so
determined not to pursue substantial allegations
against this almost mythical figure? Are they
perhaps afraid of what they might discover about
Stone--and about themselves? 187

'the average citizen.'
In this same paper, Rifkin laid out the
blueprint • • • offering it as a means by which the
American 'revolutionary heritage could be used as
a tactical weapon' by the left to move the people
toward acceptance of the doctrines of 'Lenin,
Mao, Che, and the struggles of all oppressed
people of the world.'
The man behind Rifkin is the old leftist John
Rossen, a former Communist Party organizer••••
(Their] 'economic democracy' is an example of
Rifkin's toning down radical rhetoric to make It
more palatable to the 'average man.' It means
socialism. 183

Richard Barnet, Shearer and IPS.
Shearer's leader at IPS, IPS cofounder Richard J.
Barnet (critiqued earlier) has also spoken in support
of Economic Democracy themes, arguing that the,
"myth offree enterprise" is not "legitimate" because
" ... The concentration of economic power in the
hands of a few hundred corporate managers and
stockholders is inevitably translated into political
power which destroys the myth of democracy." 184
Evidently Barnet believes as Marx did, that such
privately earned assets should be seized by the
government and forcefully redistributed.
KGB Agent I.F. Stone, Shearer and
Sam Brown, Shearer,
Vietnamese
IPS. A writer for The Wall Street Journal reports:
Communists and IPS. As shall be shown later
in SECRET in the section on Clinton's appointment
At a 1981 conference of left-wing
of IPS activists, Sam Brown is known as a fireactivists ...featuring I. F. Stone. . .. Mr.
brand Marxist who worked diligently for the defeat
Shearer elaborated, 'While we can't use the
of the United States and for the success of the Viet
"s" word [socialism] too effectively in
Cong during the Vietnam War.
American politics,' he said, as quoted in
Brown worked closely with IPS and Shearer in
Barron's, 'we have found the ... word
support of Shearer's ED program. Communist
Economic Democracy sells. You can take it
Party and IPS member Barbara Bick reports that
door to door like Fuller Brushes, and the
Brown helped Shearer organize Shearer's previously
door will not be slammed in your face. ' 185
reviewed CASLP program to push ED nationwide.
And Comrade Bick should know, for she served as
And just who was this I.E Stone who there CASLP's National Coordinator. 188
joined Shearer in promoting Economic Democracy
Communist Party Member Barbara
themes? In addition to being one of Shearer's Bick, Shearer and IPS. As mentioned above,
Bick--a veteran member of the Communist Party
fellow IPS members,l86 National Review reveals:
Herbert Romerstein, a retired USIA anti- USA--served as National Coordinator for Derek
disinformation official, reported in the June 6 Shearer's CASLP group.
Under her leadership
(1992] Human Events that 'a retired high-ranking CASLP proposed such schemes as empowering
KGB officer with extensive knowledge about inmates to run their prisons, government seizure of
operations against the United States identified the the cable, telephone, energy and utility industries,
and the institution of sixteen new taxes or other
iib William Billings quoting Reed Irvine in, The Sojourners File (New Century
Foundation: Washington, D.C., 1983), page 106.
forms of asset confiscation. Bick also led an IPS
184 Poole. "The Altw:k on the Corporation, .. op. cit. p. 2.
planning session which resulted in demonstrations
185 Dilorenzo.

188 Powell.

loe. cit

op. cit. pp. 43, 108. 151.237.

i61 National Review, September 14, 1992.
166 Powell.
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and riots in 1970 which shut down hundreds of
universities and led to the arrest of hundreds of
people nationwide.

[In Economic Democracy, Shearer urges
readers] ". . . To build a mass political
movement on the basis of a program such as
ours and to win a majority of local, state,
and national governing bodies;" 193

Shearer's Master Strategy:
Elect a Socialist President

[Shearer ends Economic Democracy ] by
expressing hope that economic democracy
will play an, 'influential ifnot leading role in
the next Democratic administration. '194

Derek Shearer has long spoken of a plan to elect
a socialist-minded President who would help
advance Shearer's Economic Democracy program:
[Shearer writes] that 'progressive' policies,
such as those he helped to implement in Santa
Monica, will come to other cities ... with the
election of, 'a reform-minded Democrat
',1
presluent
. ... , 189
Shearer estimated that to implement
'economic democracy' in America, the Left
would need twenty to thirty governors [and]
big-city mayors, ten or twenty senators, fifty
House members, three or four national union
leaders, and a sympathetic president. l90
[Shearer teaches to] focus on winning state
and local elections, not a third party or a
national left organization; and on founding
and -running ... enterprises, schools, and
publications. Only once such a base is built
will we be in a position to run a candidate for
the presidency or in any other way challenge
for national power. 191
[Shearer's book] Economic Democracy
advises readers to work as a 'party within
[the Democratic] party.' After an election is
won, leftists are to continue in 'action
organizations, , canying out 'direct action'. . .
lawsuits, demonstrations, and ... lobbying
on economic issues like housing and
development.... They are to run slates, to
be bold, to construct community institutions.
. .. ' Most of the attention and energy in the
decade of the 1980s [states Shearer] should
go toward building state and local political
efforts. . . .' But, in the not too distant
future, the movement will run a candidate for
president-- 'the one integrating factor in
nationalpolitics'--in the Democratic party. 19Z

Shearer's Link to the 'Secret
Establishment.' Most readers would scoff at the
idea that an unknown radical like Shearer could
orchestrate the election of a socialist buddy to the
Presidency; except that Shearer is not an unknown
radical. His step-brother is Strobe Talbott, former
housemate of Bill Clinton at Oxford, former editorat-large of Time, and a member of the powerful and
elitist Council on Foreign Relations (CFR)--known
in political circles as the Secret Establishment.
Since its inception by communists and other
globalists in 1922, the CFR has dedicated itself to
erecting the UN, and forming a socialist World
Government under the UN which all nations
(including the U.S.) are to be made subservient to.
Not surprisingly, Talbott recently received the
Norman Cousins Global Governance Award from
the World Federalist Association in recognition of
his anti-American zealotry. Talbott states, "I'll bet
that within the next hundred years ... nationhood
will be obsolete; all states will recognize a single
global authority. " 195
This powerful globalist, who is Derek and
Brooke Shearer's step brother, evidently utilized his
vast influence in political, media and money circles
around the globe to help actualize Derek's dream of
electing a socialist-minded man to the Presidency.
In fact, it is reported that, 'Talbott helped the
Clinton campaign when the heat was on by lying in
print about Bill Clinton and the draft. " 196
While jogging with Clinton after helping him
gain the White House, Talbott was reportedly asked
by Clinton whether he would like an
Ambassadorship or a job at the State Department.
Talbott took both positions--first serving as
Ambassador to the former Soviet Union,l97 and later
193 Shearer and Carnoy. loc. cit.
194 Dilorenzo. loco cil

169 Dilorenzo. loc. cit
191 Justin Raimondo. "Inside the CED." Reason. February 1982. p. 21.

'85 William P. Hoar. "The Right Answers". 'I"M New American. August 23. 1993.
p.22.
196 ibid.

192 Powell. op. cit.. p. 202.

197

190 Powell. op. cit.. p. 248.
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accepting appointment as Assistant Secretary of
State. 198
The seriousness of Strobe Talbott's membership
in the CFR cannot be understated; especially since
IPS co-founder Richard Barnet, Samuel Rubin's
daughter Cora Weiss of IPS, Bill Clinton and some
ninety seven of Clinton's underlings (including Al
Gore) also share membership in the CFR! 199 Senator
Barry Goldwater warns:
'The CFR is composed of • • • the most elite
names in the world of government, labor,
business,
finance,
communication,
the
foundations, and the academies. It has staffed
almost every key position of every administration
since FDR. . . .' A number of writers disturbed
by the influential role this organization has
played in determining foreign policy have
concluded the Council of Foreign Relations and
its members are an active part of the communist
conspiracy for world domination. • .• Many of
the policies advocated by the CFR have been
damaging to the cause of freedom and particularly
to the United States, but this is not because the
members are communist or communist
sympathizers. This explanation of our foreign
policy reversals is too pat, too simplistic.
I believe the Council on Foreign Relations
and its ancillary elitist groups are indifferent to
communism. They have no ideological anchors.
In their pursuit for of a new world order [World
Government] they are prepared to deal without
prejudice with a communist state, a socialist
state, a democratic state, monarchy, oligarchy-it's all the same to them.
Rear Admiral Ward, USN (Retd.), who was a
member of the CFR for sixteen years, has
written, 'The most powerful clique in these
elitist groups have one objective in common-they want to bring about the surrender of the
sovereignty and the national independence of the
United States. • • .'
To achieve this new
[international] federalism, the United States must
submerge its national identity and surrender
substantial matters of sovereignty to a new
political order. • ••
In my view, [the CFR]
represents a skillful, coordinated effort to seize
control and consolidate the four centers of power;
political,
monetary,
Intellectual,
and
ecclesiastical. 200

Who would have thought that such an
unthinkable fate could have become a reality for this
nation? But then as Shearer supporter Lori Hancock
states, one of the purposes of Economic Democracy
is to, "turn the unthinkable into the inevitable. " 201

". • • Marxist economic and social
philosophy••• is an attempt to humanize
economic and social life. . . ."
--Derek Shearer
Shearer Shaping Clinton's

Agenda.

Aside from having served in Clinton's Commerce
Department (which could help explain the condition
of the economy) Shearer has also been an important
policy advisor and spokesman for Bill Clinton:
Shearer . . . has been a regular attendee at
meetings of Mr. Clinton's economic advisors
and helped in shaping the candidate's economic
plan. . .. Some... members of that group
acknowledge that his friendship with ...
Clinton gives him access they lack. Among
his contributions to the Clinton program were a
proposal for an 'Economic Security Council,'
modeled on the National Security Council, to
oversee the nation's policies in such key areas
as foreign trade and international monetary
affairs. And he has taken a hand iii shaping
Clinton's positions on dealing with the former
Soviet Union.202

Mr. Shearer's view of Mexican free trade ...
contributed to Gov. Clinton's hesitancy on the
•
Issue
....203
Regarding concern that Hillary's ultra-liberal
friends were receiving too many appointments,
Shearer was chosen to speak for the President,
explaining to the national media:
She won't go around the chain of command or
usurp the . . . cabinet members. . .. But
since most of these people are friends of hers,
she can have lunch with [them] and not be
threatening. 204
261 Rael Isaac and Eric Isaac. op. cit. p. 2B.
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The preceding interview also revealed, "Shearer
envisions her traveling with cabinet members to
Apparently,
draw attention to key programs."
Shearer and Clinton see eye-to-eye on many issues:

member Les Aspin (D-WI) as Secretary of
Defense.2lo These men have been long-time chums
at IPS. In fact, Panetta and Aspin are known as two
of the few, "IPS Admirers on Capital Hill." 211
On April 5, 1983, IPS threw itself a large
twentieth-anniversary party to brag about IPS
activities and raise funds for future projects. On the
committee to put together that party and to praise and
raise funds for IPS were none other than Panetta and
Aspin! 212
In addition to utilizing and raising funds for IPS
with Aspin, Panetta has additional links to IPS.
Panetta cosigned a letter which IPS leader Cynthia
Arnson wrote to the Speaker of the House,
demanding that the U.S. halt aid to anti-communist
EI Salvador. 213 IPS leader Cynthia Amson, whose
politically correct letter Panetta signed, served with
IPS leader Isabel Letelier (founder of the Marxistterrorist support group CISPES) on IPS's Center for
Development Policy project. Amson's boss for that
project was IPS man Fred Branfman, former
CounterSpy editor and colleague of KGB agent
Agee--who together bear responsibility for the
murder of CIA Chief Welch. 214
Panetta is also linked to other famous Marxists.
His name appears on a May 14, 1993, Proclamation
which honors Communist Party organizers Hugh
and Dorothy DeLacy. A California Legislature
report states that Hugh DeLacy, ". . . Devoted
virtually all his time to the operation of Communist
front operations and spreading Communist
propaganda." The report adds that DeLacy's group,
" ... Has followed the Communist Party line as it
switched and squirmed in support of the foreign
policy of Soviet Russia. "
The Proclamation, which includes Panetta's
name as a signer, honors Hugh as, "Hugh the
Indefatigable" and Dorothy as, "Dorothy the
OrganilJ!r" who "Worked . .. as an organizer of the
Communist Party." Declaring itself a present from
"friends and comrades," the Proclamation also
declares Panetta's "Love and affection, our
gratitude, and our appreciation, and our solidarity
forever with Hugh and Dorothy Delacy. ... " 21S
Aspin is a defender of IPS/Marxist champion

Mr. Shearer hopes that Mr. Clinton ... would
enact a 'tax reform that seriously attempts to
increase taxes for the rich . ... ' 20S
Bill Clinton would seem to fit the bill. He is
'pragmatic and wants to get things done,' Mr.
Shearer recently told the San Francisco
Examiner. 206
Shearer says. .. .' What I support is what's
in [Clinton's] economic platform.' 2f11
And Shearer's book, A New Social Contract,
sounds strangely similar to Clinton's call for "A
New Covenant." Considering these facts, many
would agree with Herbert Katz, an architect and
former Santa Monica city councilman who headed
the planning commission during Shearer's reign
there. Stated Katz in The Wall Street Journal, "I
can't think of anything scarier than Derek planning
for the country." 208
Soon after copies of SECRET were sent to the
Secret Service and to Senators reviewing Shearer's
cabinet' appointment, Shearer was hustled away
from his job at the White House. Recently
however, reports indicate that he is being considered
for an Ambassadorial appointment--a position which
will not require Senatorial approval.

Clinton Considers More IPS
Operatives for Federal Appointment
Derek Shearer appears to have met his goal; he
has seen the election of his close buddy Bill Clinton
to the White House and serves as the President's
confidant and pal. Not surprisingly, as the
following pages reveal, Derek Shearer's IPS
comrades appear again and again in Clinton's list of
prospective and actual appointees.

Leon Panetta, Les Aspin and IPS.
Clinton first appointed Panetta (D-CA) to head the
Office of Management and Budget, and then to
Chief of Staff. 209 Clinton also appointed CFR

210 lHlshington D.C. News Digest. December 2. 1992. (item 2) referenced m,ll
SITeet Journal 'story on Panetta December 3. 1992 edition (item 4) referenced
Aerospace Daily story on Aspin.
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Ron Dellums 216 (critiqued earlier in SECRET ); and to use Lake's purloined information for purposes not
has used IPS to help him decide policy and budget in the best interest of the nation. 224
At one time Lake was so highly suspected of
issues toO. 217 In late 1993, Aspin resigned in
illegally
passing secrets that his phone was tapped
ignominy after being castigated for his efforts to
homosexualize the military, and for gross by the FBI. us Additionally, Lake served as IPS
incompetence resulting in the unnecessary loss of man Morton Halperin's personal assistant. 226
American lives during the Somalia debacle.
Halperin's anti-American fanaticism is outlined in
Anthony Lake and IPS. Writing in the detail later on in SECRET.
October 23, 1992 Washington Times, syndicated
Stephen Solarz and IPS.
While in
columnist Cord Meyer featured persons active in the Congress, CFR member Solarz favorably
Clinton campaign who were being considered for commented on IPS, and Solarz's aide, Suzanne
Ointon's foreign policy team, including CFR Butcher, recommended IPS as a valued authority on
member Anthony Lake.
human rights issues. 227 Solarz also signed IPS
leader Amson's previously reviewed letter, with
Panetta. No wonder Solarz is known as:

Anthony Lake--Clinton's National
Security Advisor--served as an IPS
instructor and worked with Cuban spy
Orlando Letelier on IPS projects.
Lake (eventually appointed National Security
Advisor)218 served as an IPS instructor at IPS's
Washington School 219 and at the Center for National
Security Studies (an IPS spin-off group21') where he
helped IPS co-founder Barnet harangue and insult
CIA director William Colby. 211 Lake was also
associated with IPS man (and Cuban spy) Orlando
Letelier through the Center for International Policy,
which always seems to cast America's allies in the
poorest light while turning a blind eye to communist
atrocities. 221
Lake seems a poor choice for National Security
Advisor for another reason as well--as he has been
suspected of being a security risk! Lake was
identified as one of the possible sources responsible
for leaking the secret Pentagon Papers which were
stolen from the Pentagon. Likewise, Lake bas
reportedly leaked other classified documents to a
number of liberal reporters. 223 1\vo of his media
snitches in particular, Anthony Lewis and Neil
Sheehan of the New York Times, have strong ties to
IPS and appear to have worked in concert with IPS
216 William F. Jasper, "Introduction to the Palace Guard," The New American,
February 22. 1993, p. 36.
217

Powell, op. cit., p. 382.

Tom Mathews and Eleanor am, "Warm-Up Lessons," NewsweeJc, Janulll)' 25,
1993, p. 31.

218
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Provan, loc. cit, "National Security Advisor Anthony Lake," February 1993,
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Powell, op. cit., p. 216.

223

Provan, loc. cit.

Solarz has caused many good Americans a lot of
grief. Example: Solarz was instrumental in
defeating a Congressional bill authorizing a special
commission to subpoena government witnesses and
compel them to testify under oath regarding the
POW-MIA cover up.

Clinton appointee Stephen Solan failed to
pass the FBI's background security check,
and
was
denied
ambassadorial
appointment!
Likewise, when Colonel Millard A. Peck
(Defense Intelligence Agency's Chief of the Special
Office for POW-MIA) abruptly resigned and testified
before Congress regarding the cover-up scandal,
Solarz puckishly discounted Peck's testimony and
character. 219
After losing his Congressional seat due to
patriotic Hispanic voters in New York who rejected
him in his new district, Solarz presented himself to
Clinton for a job. Clinton first considered Solarz for
224 Powell, op. cit., pp. 49-50,57, 115, 119, 122, 123,236 & 324.

Powell, op. cit., p. 13.

220

. . . That Marxist Representative from
Brooklyn.... who was deeply involved on
the Sandinista side of the fight for Nicaragua.
He also was ... in the fight in El Salvador on
the side of the communist element which was
trying to overthrow the government. ...228
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Secretary of State,230 but then rejected him. Next,
Clinton mulled over the possibility of appointing
Solarz Ambassador to the UN, but flunked him out
of that position also. Finally, Clinton shuffled
Solarz off as Ambassador to India, but Solarz
flunked the FBI's background check;231 proving
himself unworthy to even be sent to the dung-filled
streets of Calcutta!
Timothy Wirth and IPS.
Clinton
considered CFR member Wirth for Secretary of
Interio~'
before settling him at the State
Department. 233 He is now Undersecretary of State
and also heads a UN population conference--where
the central decorative piece in his office is a sterling
silver bowl heaped with condoms.'"
Wirth was also listed in IPS's twentiethanniversary brochure as a member of the planning
committee, along with Panetta and Aspin. Wirth
worked with Patricia Schroeder on IPS man Gar
Alperovitz's Economic Democracy efforts, and
Wirth signed IPS leader Arnson 's letter along with
Solarz and Panetta.

designed to prevent more "Philip Agee types" from
publishing the names and imperiling additional U.S.
agents after Welch was murdered. Additionally,
Schroeder has hosted delegates from the World
Peace Council (WPC),'" which has strong ties to
IPS, 239 and which has been categorized by U.S.
Intelligence as, " . .. The largest and most active
Soviet international front organization ...one of the
Soviet 5' major instruments for political actions and
propaganda in the peace movement. " ""
Schroeder, like Wirth, is also listed as a
supporter of IPS man Gar Alperovitz's program to
promote Shearer's Economic Democracy plan; "" and
Schroeder spearheaded an anti-defense briefing on
May 5, 1981 whose featured speakers included
IPS's pro-Marxist co-founder Richard Barnet and
Italian Communist Party member Nino Pasti. lA2
Asked about her unseemly flirtations with IPS,
Schroeder quipped to the New York Times, "It's
refreshing to have several points of view." 2A3
r.

;;:;-1

Clinto" appointee Timothy Wirth is such
an ardent supporter of IPS that he helped
IPS throw a twentieth-anniversary fund
raisi"g party for itself.
The central
decorative piece in his office is a silver
bowl heaped with condoms.

rli
II

I
,

I
I

Wirth has regularly supported IPS 's agenda.'"
Wirth's aides even brag that IPS man Steve Daggett
helped Wirth's Congressional staff formulate
opinions on defense spending.2J6
.
Patricia Schroeder and IPS. Clinton
considered CFR member Schroeder for Secretary of
Like Aspin, Panetta and Wirth,
Defense. 237
Schroeder also helped organize IPS's twentiethanniversary bash; and Schroeder signed IPS leader
Arnson's letter with Panetta, Solarz and Wirth.
Schroeder also followed IPS's demands and
voted against the Intelligence Agents .Identities Act,
230 Reulen News Service Dispatch. November 5. 1992.

23\ Provan, loc. cit.

Like Solarz, Schroeder is no friend of the
families of our POWs and MIAs. In fact, Schroeder
is known among POW-MIA activists as one of the
liberals who helped turn the House Select
Committee on Missing Persons in Southeast Asia
2M Powell. op. cit, pp. 76 & 78.
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Instructed at IPS's Washington School. 2S0 Friend
and assistant to Communist Party member Frank
Donner, who also advocated dissolution of all
U.S. Intelligence agencles.lSl

into "afarce" and "ajoke." Radio talk show host
Robert W. Pelton maintains that the Committee,
"Was designed to be short-circuited from the very
beginning by an overload of leftists like . . . Pat
Schroeder. . . ." 244
.
Morton Halperin, KGB Agent Agee and
IPS. Soon after IPS-supporter and CFR member
Les Aspin was appointed Secretary of Defense, he
appointed IPS leader and CFR member Morton
Halperin Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Democracy and Peacekeeping. Halperin appears to
be just the man Aspin needed to help him kill SDI,
deactivate 25% of Army personnel, 25% of all
Naval vessels, and 33% of the Air Force as Aspin
has proposed.24S
As one reporter bemoaned,
Halperin's history is replete:

During Vietnam War, grew antagonistic toward
Defense Department.
Suspected of leaking
classlOed military information and was subject of
government phone tap.152
Scandalized when friend Daniel Ellsberg stole and
(with IPS collaboration) leaked the Pentagon
Papers.153
Served as Chairman of IPS's Center for National
Security Studies (CNSS) seminar where he lured
Intelligence officials under the pretext of
conducting a dialogue, then promptly loosed IPS
men on them who heckled, insulted, slandered and
harassed the officials.2S4

. . . With anti-American positions while
aligning himself with Red regimes--for
example, saying that 'every action which the
Soviet Union and Cuba have taken in Africa
has been consistent with the principles of
internationallaw. ... ' He barely disguises his
call for the surrender of American
sovereignty.... Halperin has . . . been one of
the foremost plotters behind [Clinton's] PPD13, the directive to hand over U.S. troops to
the command of the United Nations.246

Helped form Campaign for Political Rights
(CPR) which was Instrumental in crippling local,
State and Federal law enforcement agencies by
encouraging activists to file superfluous yet
time-consuming Information requests.lSS

Another authority wrote, "Analysis of
Halperin's writings and testimonies reveals a
continuing advocacy of weakening U.S.
intelligence capabilities and ignoring the vast
intelligence, espionage, and intrigues of the
KGB ."'lIn The following table of Halperin's recreant
transgressions will help explain why he has been so
sorely characterized by political observers:

"By their own admission, [Halperin's] CPR and
CNSS did much to block repeal of the Clark
Amendment, which prohibited the CIA from
aiding Savimbi's UNITA in fighting the So vietbacked MPLA in Angola. And [Halperin's] CPR
boasts that its 'special assistance with the press,
organizing and publicity' were responsible for
overturning the Blitz Amendment, which could
have kept persons who advocated revolutionary
change from participating in federal job-training
(CETA) programs." 156

On January 10, 1994 (shortly after copies of
SECRET were sent to Senators opposing Halperin's
confirmation) Halperin suddenly withdrew his
nomination as Assistant Secretary of Defense.
Wrote: "The point here is not whether the According to media quotes, he did so due to the
assassins learned of Welch's identity because of growing fire storm of protest over his radical
the CounterSpy article.... The point is . . . the affiliations. However, soon thereafter Halperin
CIA engaged in news management immediately resurfaced at the National Security Council. '1S7
At IPS's behest, served as KGB agent Agee's
lawyer wben Agee was deported for espionage
which resulted in the death of allied agents.248
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Robert Reich and IPS. A full thirteen months
prior to the 1992 election, a conglomerate of leftists
calling themselves the Citizens Transition Project
commenced writing a book which they hoped they
could soon personally deliver to a new President
who would appreciate their fringe ideology. They
got their wish.
The book's title is, Changing America: Blue
Prints for the New Administration--a copy of which
(incl uding a full chapter on socializing health care)
was delivered to President-elect Bill Clinton on
November 4, 1992.
Among the book's funders was IPS proprietor
Cora Weiss' Samuel Rubin Foundation. Among the
authors were Cora Weiss, IPS member Jeff Faux,
IPS Director Robert Borosage, Clinton buddy Derek
Shearer of IPS, and soon-to-be Secretary of Labor,
Robert ReichF58
Due to Clinton's election, IPS man Morton
Halperin (KGB agent Agee's lawyer) now
works at the National Security Council.

influxes of money from IPS leader Cora Weiss'
Rubin Foundation. 263 NACLA started out as the,
"intelligence-gathering arm ofthe New Left," 264 but
soon switched to being a direct support group for
Marxist insurgences worldwide. NACLA declared:
[We seek] men and women ... who not
only favor revolutionary change in Latin
America but also take a revolutionary
position toward their own society. . .. In
the context of this ... revolutionary struggle at
home, NACLA is exploring possibilities for
... relations with [revolutionary] Latin
American organizations.... 265
Gerassi has proposed NACLA start, ". . . A
'Revolutionary Peace Corps' ... to send young
Americans to work with leftist Latin American
guerrillas . ... " who would link up with, " ...
National liberation forces wherever they are." 266
Indeed, Locker bragged that those he was working
with, "Knew what Marxism was all about . ... " 267
and claimed that his respect for Marxism has grown
overtime:

How sophisticated were we? We knew
Edward F. Feighan, Trotskyite
what power structures were about, but as a
Marxists and IPS. Edward Feighan (D-OH,
systematic understanding, no [we really
Ret.) was Clinton's campaign Communications
didn't
understand Marxism completely]. At
Director. 2S9
In addition to signing IPS leader
the beginning, for example, we didn't use
Amson's letter with Solarz, Schroeder, Wirth and
the word 'imperialism'. . .. It was only in
Panetta, Feighan has ties to IPS and various other
the early '70's that [our] people seriously
Marxist entities through the Center for
got into studying Marxism. 268
Developmental Policy (CDP) and the North
American Congress on Latin America (NACLA).
In 1983, NACLA's vice president Janet Shenk
From its founding, NACLA:
escorted Feighan to Central America on a factfinding tour.269 Returning, the indoctrinated Feighan
... Has worked closely with IPS. It soon
spouted demands that Congress halt aid to El
became known as the preeminent American
Salvador's anti-communist government 270 and
source of solidarity information on guerrilla
fumed:
movements in Latin America. Z60
... The ... statement by President Reagan
[on Central America] is a gross
Cofounded by self-styled Trotskyite Marxist
John Gerassi 261 and Michael Locker of Castro's 263 Powell. op. cit:. p. 230.
Venceremos Brigade/62 NACLA has received major 264 SDS leader Carl Davidson revealed NACLA as ",he in,ellifence-ga,hering ann
0/ the New uft;.. per Sen. Symms (R-ID). "News From E Salvador: Slanted."
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Robert
Pastor,
Nicaraguan
Communists and IPS. Bill Pascoe, Legislative
Director of the American Conservative Union and
contributing writer for the Washington Times
Feighan is also linked to IPS through the Center reveals:
Before the Senate adjourns . • • it should
for Developmental Policy (COP), which sponsored
his trip to Central America. The CDP was formed in reject the nomination of Robert A. Pastor to be
1977 by Lindsay Mattison 272 who was a U.S. ambassador to Panama.
Recently declassified Carter-era documents
contemporary of Cuban spy/IPS man Orlando
make
clear Mr. Pastor is unfit to serve. For the
Letelier. 273 It has been observed:
misrepresentation to the U.S. Congress [and]
an indefensible deceit upon the American
peopIe ....271

CDP and IPS participate fully in each other's
activities. COP has been extremely
successful in organizing disaffected U.S.
officials and military personally and
arranging opportunities for them to testify
before Congress, with full press
coverage.... COP has become a leader in the
revolutionary Latin lobby on Capitol Hill,
with Congress and the media as its targets.
Over the years COP has been funded by the
same sources as IPS ... [including] a wellknown Communist party source, the Bread
and Roses Fund. . ..274
Early COP leaders included IPS members Isabel
Letelier (Cuban spy Orlando's wife), Michael Klare,
IPS letter-writer Cynthia Arnson, and IPS trustee
Philip Stem;27S as well as the previously critiqued
IPS member, KGB agent I.E Stone.

Clinton's campaign Communications
Director, Ed F eighan, is placed not only
with IPS but NACLA--a revolutionary
group led by a Trotskyite Marxist.
Another important link between IPS and COP is
through IPS man Fred Branfman who served as one
of CDP's first Directors. 276 Branfman is a former
CounterSpy editorial board member and colleague of
Soviet KGB agent Agee. The COP sponsored
Feighan's indoctrination trip to Central America-making him just the type of man candidate Clinton
needed during his propaganda machine.
271 Edward Feigban. Cleveland Plain Dealer. cited in Center for Development
Policy publication. wEI Salvador Report."
272 Powell. op. cit..
273 Powell. op. cit

p. 237.
p. 236.

27. Powell. op. cit.. p. 237.
275 Powell. ibid.
278

Powell. ibid.

documents demonstrate that 14 years ago Mr.
Pastor--who served as Jimmy Carter's senior NSC
advisor on Latin American Affairs--conspired to
mislead the Congress.
The issue at question is the September 1980
presidential certification of Nicaragua. Congress
had authorized economic aid to the fledgling
Sandlnista government, but was concerned enough
about Nicaraguan support for communist
revolutionaries in neighboring EI Salvador that it
attached a condition: Before the aid could be
disbursed, the president would have to certify to
Congress that the government of Nicaragua was
not supporting terrorism in other countries.
President Carter made that [erroneous]
certification on Pastor's recommendation.
But
the documents make clear Mr. Carter did so
despite CIA and DIA evidence to the contrary. • .
. The newly declassified documents show Mr.
Pastor's role clearly• . • .
Did Mr. Pastor deliberately misstate the truth
and cover up his own role in a 14-year-old
conspiracy to mislead Congress?
. . . Robert Pastor . • • did everything he
could to bring the Nicaraguan communists to
power and then assist them . • . . 277

This same Robert Pastor has a history of
supporting various Central American communists-along with IPS. For example, in September 1981
Pastor joined IPS co-founder Richard Barnet in a
Capitol Hill symposium sponsored by the IPSspinoff group, the Center for Cuban Studies. At
that symposium, titled, "The U.S. and Cuba:
Prospects for the 80's," Pastor and his IPS
comrades predictably painted Castro's regime in the
best way while excoriating American foreign
policy. 278
Worse, Pastor helped IPS produce a study
called The Southern Connection which was patently
anti-American and pro-communistic in nature. That
skewed study touted that America's claim to moral
217 B·ll
Pascce. "Old Records Shed New Light on Nominee." The lHJshington
I

Tunes. October 4. 1994. page A19.
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superiority in the face of Central American
communism was, "morallyunacceptahle;" and it
blamed all of Central America's human rights
problems solely on U.S. capitalism and the
"virulent anticommunism" of our people. 279
Mario Cuomo and IPS. New York's liberal
Governor Cuomo was suggested by Bill Clinton as
his foremost candidate for the Supreme Court. 280
CFR member Cuomo sided with IPS's position
during an important anti-industry battle; a
description of which follows.
In 1978, Michael Harrington (founder of the
Democratic Socialist Organizing Committee) and
William Winpisinger (a self-described "seat-ofthepants-socialist") formed the Citizen/Labor Energy
Coalition (ClLEC).281

One of Winpisinger and Harrington's first goals
was to work with IPS to move control of the energy
industries out of private hands and into the
government's hands so the cause of American
Socialism could be advanced. Winpisinger (in IPS's
own newspaper) and Harrington respecti vely state:
Energy supplies and prices are too important
to leave in corporate hands. Both must be
controlled by the government. 283
As socialists of the democratic left, we stand
for fundamental change, for socialism, and
for every immediate gain which can be
achieved by the ... movement in which we
participate, the unions, minority and women's
organizations, the student movement, the
liberal wing of the Democratic party among
them. 2M
Although socialist and statist at heart, C/LEC
painted itself to the public as a consumer interest
group. By such mechanizations they garnered
popular support and succeeded in hampering,
legislatively binding and reducing the profits of
279 PoweJl. op. cit.. pp. 224-225.
op. cit.. p. 89.
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Bennett and DiLorenzo. op. cit.. p. 112.
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Bennett and DiLorenzo. ibid.
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Sam Brown, Vietnamese Communists
and IPS. Earlier in SECRET, it was revealed that
Sam Brown had worked with IPS, Communist
Party member Barbara Bick and Clinton-buddy
Derek Shearer in supporting Economic Democracy.
Now it is revealed that Clinton chose this same
radical for a sensitive government post:

From the beginning the organizers made it
clear that its purpose was to use energy policy
as a tool to move the Democratic party and,
eventually, the country to the left politically. 282

280 Knox.

numerous U.S. energy firms. Helping them all the
way was IPS and the editors of the communist
newspaper, [Peoples] Daily World. 285
As a result of over regulation (due in great part
to ClLEC's activism), increasing numbers of electric
utilities are now facing bankruptcy even as they are
forced to raise their rates--an event not seen since the
Great Depression. Concern for these U.S.
companies and the citizens who stand to lose their
jobs when the utilities close down is rarely
manifested among C/LEC's supporters. As Mario
Cuomo grumped upon hearing that Long Island
Lighting was in financial trouble, "Let them take a
bath. . .. They're a private corporation. " 286

Senator Jesse Helms. • •• found out about
Clinton's plan to slip a • • • bona nde • • •
Marxist into a position as Ambassador to tbe
Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe (CSCE). This agency was set up In tbe
wake of tbe Helsinki 1reaty to monitor human
rigbts abuses beblnd tbe Iron Curtain. His name
is Sam Brown, and be was the leader of tbe New
Left anti-Vietnam protesters in tbe mid-1960's
and early 1970's. He was tbe rat who bad bls
followers fly Vietnamese flags during tbeir
marcbes • • • be even admitted tbat be would
welcome a Viet Cong victory. • •• He worked
witb tbe Institute for Policy Studies. • •• In
September 25, 1977, be turned out to welcome
Communist Vietnam's new delegation to tbe
United States in wbat was described as an
'explosion of emotion.' During tbe celebration
of welcome for tbe Vietnam communists, Sam
Brown said, 'I'm deeply moved. It's difficult to
describe my feelings--wbat can you say when tbe
kinds of tbings tbat 15 years of your life were
wrapped up in are suddenly before you? I believe
we ougbt to aid tbe Vietnamese. • • •
Even liberal CBS commentator Eric Sevareid
condemned Sam Brown for his part In greeting tbe
Vietnamese [communists). 287

2M Bennett and DiLorenzo. op. cit. pp. 126 & 130.
Matthew Wcdd. "Utilities Chapter II Prospects," New York Tunu. June 26.
1985. p. 04.

1981.
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Michael Harrington. 1'oward a Socialist Presence in America," Social Policy.
January-February 1974. p. 8.
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After Sunset Research group sent a copy of
While a Senator, Mondale served on the Church
SECRET to Senator Helms (who opposed Brown's Senate Intelligence Committee--a group famous for
confirmation) Brown was disqualified.
its anti-intelligence, left-wing bias. Mondale's
personal assistant there was David Aaron of the
Center for International Policy (CIP)--one of many
Clinton's Ambassadorial appointee Sam CIP members on the Church Committee. The CIP,
Brown has a long history of carrying it should be remembered, is an IPS spin-off group
communist flags, cheering for communist formed under the direction of Cuban spy Orlando
victories, and working for Communist Letelier which retained IPS co-founder Richard
Party members on anti-American projects.
Barnet as a consultant.
As Vice-President, Mondale looked up his old
IPS/Church Committee buddy, Aaron, and named
Joseph Duffy and IPS. Clinton appointed him to the National Security Council (NSC) to help
Joseph Duffy to head the United States Information Mondale "reform" the CIA. Aaron in tum hired two
Agency which sponsors Voice of America radio more Church Committee buddies to help him carry
broadcasts worldwide. Asked about his politics, out Mondale's mandate at the NSC. These two men
Duffy told two British journalists, "/ guess you were Rick Inderfurth and Gregory Treverton--could say I'm a Marxist revisionist, but certainly themselves pals of Letelier.
Worse, while "reforming" the CIA, Mondale
nota Maoist. " 288
Duffy has funneled tax dollars to the radical also sought the advice of the Center for National
peace group, SANE,289 whose director is IPS man Security Studies (CNSS)--another IPS sub-group
David Cortwright, and whose Executive Director is whose network included traitor and Cuban
IPS man Marcus Raskin. 190 Duffy also led the communist194Agee, as well as CounterSpy editorial
radical Americans for Democratic Action,191 which personne1. Mondate's actions resulted more in the
castration of the CIA, rather than its reform.
IPS was instrumental in organizing.29Z
William Green Miller and IPS. Bill
Walter M ondale and IPS. Bill Clinton
Clinton
appointed CFR member Miller as
resurrected Jimmy Carter's vice-president, CFR
Ambassador
to the Ukraine. 295 Miller was a member
member Walter Mondale, to serve as Ambassador to
Japan. 293 Aside from the political fallout of that of the IPS-tainted Church Committee and was also a
appointment (Mondale was a bomber pilot in WWII, member of IPS's Center for International Policy
a fact that older Japanese may not find amusing), (CIP);296 both of Which were reviewed in the section
there are also facts to consider regarding Mondale's above on Walter Mondale.
.Jane Fonda and IPS. Fonda, whose
relationship to IPS.
communist
and IPS relationships were scrutinized
When Carter took office in January 1977 he
SECRET,
has been named by Bill Clinton
earlier
in
tasked Mondale with reforming the CIA. Mondale,
as
America's
Goodwill
Ambassador to the United
who had been one of the CIA's most vocal critics,
Nations
Population
Fund.
Her duties there will
proceeded to "reform" the CIA by ruling that the
mainly
be
to
give
a
pretty
face
to the ugly job of
CIA could not spy on foreigners in the U.S. unless
global
abortion
advocacy
and
world-wide
condom
it could be proven that those to be spied on intended
distribution.
to break Federal law in the future--a preposterous
However ugly her job, Fonda will have plenty
requirement! Additionally, Mondale oversaw the
of
money
to accomplish it--$500 million in 1994
firing of over 800 of our foreign spies--just in time
American
tax
dollars alone; and she will have plenty
for the intelligence community to be caught flat
of
help-as
Red
China's program offorced-abortionfooted by the "surprise" Soviet invasion of
at-gunpoint
has
been repeatedly touted at the UN as
Afghanistan and the Iranian Crisis! Mondale's
the
preferable
method
for all nations to follow.
bizarre edicts at the worst possible moment are
At
a
September
20,
1993 speech at the UN,
probably due to his association with IPS.
Fonda there stumped for "safe abortion." It is,
288 Provan. op. Cit.
. "PreS1·dent W·ll·
I lam o·mton. " May 1993. p. 4.
"unconscionable" asserted Fonda,". . . That we
289 ibid.
aren't doing more to prevent unwanted children
290
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from being born." Aside from the fact that many
women (and not a few fetuses) have found abortion
anything but "safe," Fonda's inference that
rampaging hordes of unwanted children are a threat
to the World Community is bogus; the lists of
parents wishing to adopt new born babies are yearslong and growing.

"I would think that, if you understood
what communism was, you would hope,
you would pray on your knees that we
would become communist."
--(Ambassador) Jane Fonda
Nevertheless, at the February 3, 1994, National
Prayer Breakfast for Washington dignitaries, Mother
Teresa stood on the rostrum and offered Bill and
Hillary Clinton an alternative to glamorizing
abortion. She stated:
If we accept that a mother can kill her own
child, how can we tell other people not to kill
each other? Any country that accepts abortion
is not teaching its people to love but to use any
violence to get what they want. . .. I am
willing to accept any child who would be
aborted and to give that child to a married
couple who will love that child and be loved
by that child. 297

Johnetta Cole, Fidel Castro and IPS.
Cole, whom Clinton appointed to head a "cluster
group" [just under Cabinet level] over Education,
Arts, Labor and Humanities,300 has close ties to IPS
and other Communist Party sources.
When famed Communist Party member Sandy
Pollack died in a Cuban plane crash, Cole joined
other world famous Marxists on the rostrum to bid
tearful farewells to their fallen Comrade. At that
ceremony Cole stood shoulder to shoulder and
shared praises for "Sandy" with IPS, the National
Chairman of the Communist Party USA, the PLO,
Soviet U.N. ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin, Soviet
Peace Committee president Yuri Zhukov, the second
secretary of Czechoslovakia, the third secretary of
East Germany, the East German ambassador
extraordinary and plenipotentiary, representatives
from Vietnam and North Korea, the Sandinista
Directorate Commandante, the Nicaraguan
ambassador, the first secretary of the Cuban
Interests Section, and a member of Cuba's Central
Committee of the Communist Party. 301
Johnetta Cole was as a leader in Castro's
Venceremos Brigade and has personally
supported communist dictators worldwide.
SECRET offered earlier proof of IPS man
Landau's support for communism, including his
service in Castro's VB. Pollack accompanied
Landau to Cuba to join the VB,302 and Johnetta Cole
soon followed that duo to Cuba to serve in the VB
with them and help lead it. Columnist Eric Breindel
recently verified this fact, writing that Johnetta Cole:

As the audience exploded in riotous applause,
the television cameras panned back to show
everyone at the head table enthusiastically clapping-everyone except Bill and Hillary Clinton, that is-who with ashen, poker faces appeared mortified by
". • . Had exceedingly close ties to tbe
the 83-year-old social worker's solution to UN
American
Communist movement in tbe 1970s and
Ambassador Jane Fonda's problem of how to best
1980s.
And
tbere's no evidence tbat sbe ever
dispose of "unwanted children. "298
experienced
an
ideological cbange of beart.
Warren Christopher and IPS. Clinton's
Cole
•
.
•
played
a leadership role in the proSecretary of State, CFR member Warren
Castro
Venceremos
Brigade--which
was controlled
Christopher, lead a group of liberal activists during
by
the
Communist
Party
USA
in
conjunction
the Carter administration who dubbed themselves
with
Havana--and
she
was
a
founding
sponsor of
the Christopher Group.
the U.S. Peace Council, an important CPUSA
front organization. Indeed, she's been active in a

. . . The Christopher Group. . .. had
intimate ties with the radical left Institute for
Policy Studies (IPS) and its Transnational
Institution (TNI) which was led by . . .
[Cuban spy] Orlando Letelier. 299

500 Donald S. McAlvany, "Your Worst Nightmare: The Reality of the Clinton CoPresidency." The MCAlvany Intelligence Advisor (Durango. CO), February 1993.
page 7.
Powell. op. cit., pp. 321-322. See section of SECREf on Hillary for more on
the Ointon's links to Comrade Pollack.

301

297 Texe Marrs. "Heroism and Cowardice in the Lion's Den." Flashpoint (Living
Truth Ministries. 1708 Patterson Rd .. Austin, TX 78733-6507). April. 1994. p. t.
298 Marrs. op. cil. p.
299
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Provan. "Secretary of State Warren Christopher," op. Cil. February 1993, p. 4.

302 Steve Baldwin. "Saul Landau: Castro's Top Propagandist," SBA I.fsue Series
(Students for a Better America: Washington. D.C., 1985). p,. 2.
"Sandy Pollack: In Celebration of Her Life and \\Uric, ' from U.S. Peace Council
memorial service program distributed at New York's Riverside Churcb, July 28.
1986.
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whole range of CP-dominated groups. • •• Cole
backed Cuban intervention in Angola in 1976 and
said so plainly at the time. She also indulged
herself in pro-Castro hagiography on a number of
occasions. One Cole essay carries the title: 'If it
could happen in Cuba, then why not here?'
. . • When a group of former anti-war
activists led by Joan Baez purchased an
advertisement in the New York Time8 in midTIle HoIorIIIII L .ram. woollq
Dba:r c:.aa.1II:aIIIpoI
1979 to denounce Vietnam for holding thousands
...... o.c. zasos
of political prisoners, Cole--along with a handful
DwIlCr, DkMIC
of CPUSA big shots--published a counterW.raptCII\IlI)r . . . . . fRVIoftllc~_,~"'dIe.tA
advertisement. • •• In the letter/ad, Cole and her
~ 1& till CIA In 1919. nptdita Ibc IIIIIzPnu ScM:II fI=~ dell
II»IIIeIMlM ~fft ~ III ~ D.C. WI
.
dill
co-authors claimed that 'Vietnam now enjoys
~ftlIOI'_Omc.:flWUI$ir ''pr In II1II 1m. (I'l1.I'/odIfr
IIIIdIca bPI btaI ~ npnIIna dlallllll=l for Pdicy . . . . . 'l1'li" 7W D /IIdlIIII
human rights as it has never known in history.'
)
As for political prisoners, Cole & Co.
'nit GIX*IUI orlllla ~ l1li diIIaIy '*-' 1I1111~ ~ fA
fila
11\ nMtwIq lilt qa&IIftaIiIcIa of alllllllllco _ _ tIaIIro fit 0:aaIcIIe.
acknowledged that 'some 400,000 servants of the
lila .. asur- oleN c.-- bGpG.111» I'CpIft \lila IICIIIIfIIce oat of QIIIIIIGI . .
waII. ... Ilk -,0; pnwIdt dIiI fqlOIIla ID CIpCItiIo1aJ111Cr.
.
former barbaric regime were sent to re-education
ra. pcowidI die 11P''''' fa IIIdaIIiIW «ndIIII:d Ixm • WIll .111 lei octpIII
duIiW bIlL
camps' and then asked rhetorically: 'Should they
not· be re-educated?' ••• In an edition of Human
Event8, Herbert Romerstein discussed Cole's preU.S. invasion ties to the. pro-Cuba Maurice
Bishop regime in Grenada. • •• The presidentelect and his advisors [are] signaling that they
aren't interested in distinguishing between a leftliberal and someone who has cast her lot with the
cause of communist totalitarianism.
After Copie8 of SECRET were 8ent to the FBI,
Such a message would have profound CIA, Secret Service and Congress, affiliation
implications.
The death of international wi.th IPS became an obstacle to Clinton
communism hasn't generally been understood to appointees seeking confirmation.
The
mean that its sympathizers now have a place in appointment8 of Shearer, Sam Brown, Stephan
the Democratic Party. After all, the demise of Solarz and Morton Halperin appear to have been
European fascism didn't confer political derailed due· to their IPS-related activitie8.
legitimacy on Americans who admired Hitler and
Revelations of a communist-oriented IPS
Mussolini. • •• Creating a big tent is one thing.
veteran
(Derek Shearer) directly influencing Clinton,
Making room for disciples of Fidei Castro Is
and
Clinton
entrusting the country's future to
something else." 303

fI

c.aI~,....,

......

~

II'

This is the person Bill Clinton placed in charge
of our Education, Arts, Labor and Humanities.
And a Host of Others... In addition to the
persons previously named, it appears Bill Clinton
has appointed a host of additional IPS activists to
high government posts. Education Secretary Donna
Shalala, Assistant Secretary of Defense John
Shattuck, Robert Alverez of the Energy Department
and appointee Gordon Adams are all reportedly
firmly linked to IPS. And intelligence reports
indicate that Mr. Clinton is even considering, ". . .
Bringing IPS co-founder Richard Barnet and IPS
senior fellow Robert Borosage into the
Administration. " 304
363 Eric Breinde1. "Clinton's Castro Admirer," The Prospector. (Wichita. Kansas).

Janual}' 4. 1993. pp. 2 & 4.
304 Provan.

op. cit.. September 1994. p. 4.

numerous IPS and Marxist activists is grim indeed;
But there are many more such disturbing revelations
yet to be fathomed. These additional evidences-which even more firmly cement Bill Clinton into the
camp of IPS subversives--come through Hillary
Clinton.

Hillary Clinton's Links to IPS and
Marxist Terrorism
Hillary Clinton, America's first unelected and
unaccountable "co-president," directs six Cabinetlevel secretaries and a number of other White House
advisors on a self-proclaimed jihad to Sovietize the
nation's health care system. 30S Such socialized
305 m".h·
.
...... mgton DC'"
. . news D'.gest. J anual}' 26. 1993, Item
5.
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medicine scams have long been a part of the agendas
of IPS in general, and of Derek Shearer and his
Economic Democracy crowd in particular. 306

'Aw, she was just a kid.' But she wasn't
just a kid. She was a middle aged woman
of 40 when sponsoring the hard left from
her perch at the New World Foundation.109

"Hillary bothers me a lot. I realized the
In addition to IPS, Hillary sent money to other
other day that her thoughts sound a lot like pro-communist groups which themselves have
Karl Marx. She hangs around a lot of strong ties to IPS--indicating a collaborative attempt
Marxists. All her friends are Marxists.,,3fT1
for donations to serve similar purposes. These
included the Committee in Support of the People of
EI Salvador (CISPES--a supporter of the Marxist
Salvadoran guerrillas), the National Lawyers Guild
(an officially cited adjunct of the Communist Party
USA), militant William Kunstler's Center for
Constitutional Studies, and the terroristic Christie
Institute.31o

--Congressman Richard Armey (R-TX)

Hillary's first contact with IPS appears to have
been at Yale, where between various liberal protest
activities she served on the board of editors of the
quarterly, Yale Review of Law and Social Action.
The Spring 1970 issue which Hillary edited featured
an article by IPS Director Robert Borosage.
Another issue which she edited featured a subject
near and dear to IPS--urging sympathetic
understanding of Black Panthers then on trial for
murder. That issue of the publication Hillary
evidently edited featured:

Hillary's support for communist guerrillas
in Latin America has left the blood of
many innocent people on her hands.

Information on some of the anti-American and
pro-communist activities of these other groups
Hillary supported, and some of their relationships to
IPS, are explained below.
CISPES, Hillary and IPS. TheCommittee
in Support of the People of EI Salvador (CISPES),
which Hillary dished out $5,000.00 to,311 has been
classified as a communist front organization. 312
Formed in 1980 as the U.S. branch of a worldwide
'Seize the Time!' 30g
apparatus supporting Marxist FMLN guerrillas in EI
Salvador, insight into CISPES's function with Latin
If the only links Hillary had to IPS were her American communist rebels and the international
close friendship with Derek Shearer's sister and her communist movement was gained in 1981 when the
furrow-browed fling at Yale, such could appear personal papers of guerrilla leader Farid Handal
quite incidental. But unfortunately, there is were captured in EI Salvador. 313
additional hard evidence which indicts Hillary as a
CISPES's founders include Farid Handel
motivated IPS champion. For example, while (brother of EI Salvador's Communist Party Chief
serving as Director and Chair of the Board of Shafik Handel),314 Cuban spy Orlando Letelier's
Directors of the New World Foundation in 1987-88, wife, Isabel, of IPS,3Is and Sandy Pollack of the
Hillary Clinton praised and gave away significant
Communist Party. 316 Pollack later died in a Cuban
sums of money to several far left, organizations-air crash. At her memorial service these words by
including IPS. Daniel Wattenberg observed:
Several drawings depictling] policemen as
pigs. In one, rifle-toting, hairy-snouted
pigs with nasal drip march in formation
emitting 'oinks' and thinking to
themselves, 'niggers, niggers, niggers,
niggers. . . . ' Another shows a
decapitated and dismembered pig [police
officer] squealing in agony. It is captioned,

309 Wallenberg. op. cit.. p. 32.

There are those who would say of
Hillary's involvement in radical politics,
308 1\lwell. op. cit.. pp. 21. 237. 296 & 332.
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Powell. op. cit.• p. 79.

State Department documents recovered from a "safe house" in El Salvador.
referred to as "Report of Farid Handel's Trip to the United States."
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Per Thomas R. Eddlem. "Marxislllillary?" The New American. August 9. 1993.
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Wallenberg. op. cit.. p. 28. Hillary"s "Seize the Time" slogan was evidently
taken from the title of a book by the same name which was authored by Black
Panther and murder suspect Bobby Seale. who is featured later in SECRt.T-asare
HiIlary's additional links to the Black Panthers.
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are missing arms and legs,' says Cortina.
Although the . . . grant approved by Mrs.
Clinton amounts to a mere pittance, Cortina
ruefully observes, 'You can maim a lot of
kids for $5,000.' 318

fellow traveler Isabel Letelier were intoned from the
rostrum, " ... We know she will aLways be alive in
our struggLes and she will be with us in our
vic:(orie.\', ..

3 17

The National Lawyers Guild, Hillary
and IPS.
The Government has repeatedly
condemned the NLG (which Hillary lavished
$15,000.00 on) 3 19 as being a "Communist front "
group. One such finding charged that the NLG:

. . . Is the foremost legal bulwark of the
Communist Party [and] its front
organizations .. . [which] since its inception
has never failed to rally to the legal defense of
the Communist Party and individual members
thereof, including known espionage agents. 3"
For example, at the close of one NLG
convention in Austin, Texas, the delegates sang the
famed Communist "Internationale" anthem, whose
lyrics include the verse , "Tis the finaL conflict. Let
each stand his pLace. The InternationaL Soviet shalL
be the Human Race." 321 No wonder moderates
within the NLG have accused their leaders of
conducting. "Guild affairs as though we were a
commilled Marxist-Leninist entity." 322
IPS Chairman Peter Weiss served for years on
the NLG's board of trustees.323 IPS has received
monies from the Rabinowitz Foundation, whose
Director Victor Rabinowitz has seTved as NLG
President,"" and whose lawfirm has extraordinary
ties with communists across the hemisphere. 325
Also, IPS cofounder Richard Barnet claims his
wartime trip to aid Hanoi was made possible due to
assistance from the NLG.326
In 1972, Marcus Raskin (IPS), Ralph Stavens
(IPS & NLG), Robert Borosage (IPS & NLG) and
George Pipkin (IPS) founded an IPS research

Tile FMLN commllRisls Hillary flll/ded IIrrollgl.
CIS PES pial/led Soviel mines disgl/ised as toys
cOl/figllred to cripple raliler tllall kill cllildrell-forcing parellts 10 cease resistance efforts and
care for their maimed children.

Intelligence expert Joe Cortina, himself a veteran
of the U.S. Special Forces group which helped
Central American peasants fight the communists
Hillary funded, was recently interviewed regarding
Hillary's support for these communist terrorists:
'People need to understand ... what Mrs.
Clinton has done in supporting the FMLN ....
This is a full-fledged terrorist group that has
killed and mutilated little children. ' Like the
Soviet occupation army in Afghanistan, the
Salvadoran Marxists favored the use of
disguised 'anti-personnel ' mines rwhich
looked like toys\ that were frequently set off
by unsuspecting children. 'I've been in
Salvadoran hospitals and seen children who

518 William Nonnan G rigg, " lIypin g I-hllary. The New American . Jul y 12 . 1993.
page 7.
319 ~' l eA h'any. op. cit .. p. 12.
320 Comm ittee on Un-A merican Activities, House Report 3 113 on the National
Lawyers Guild, September 21. 1950.
321 l>owell. o p. cit.. p. 5H.
322 (.'ons reu ional Record. Man:: h 3. 1978, pp. EI021 -27.
323 Powell. op. cit.. p. I I.
324 Powell. op. cit. . pp. 16- 17.

511 Statement by Isabel LetcHer read at Rockefeller's New York "R iverside Chu rc h"
(ne xt to Nee headquartc rlI). February 2 , \985; per Powell, o p. cit . p. 244. See
prev ious section of St:CRE.T on Jobnelta Cole for more on Clintu n's links to Sandy
Pollack.

325 T he law firm or I Victor) Ra binowitz and Boudin has sen'ed a~ c hier legal
counsel ror Fidel Castro. Al ger Hi ss, and Soviet ~ py Judith Coplin. Boudin 's
d a u ~htcr K3thy helped lead the Weather Underground. which bombed the U.S.
Capitol. Pentagon . State Department. and two dozen other government building!!.
Kath y was sentenced to twenty yea rs ror her part in the 198 1 Brinks annored car
holdup in Ny3ek. New York : which left three pccple dead (Powell . op. cit. , p. :t97).

326 Powell . o p. cit .. p. :tR
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project called the Project on National Security 327
which was evidently designed to cripple U.S.
Intelligence services.318 A spinoff of that project was
the Government Accountability Project (GAP)
which served more to harass officials and create
scandals than to encourage accountability. GAP's
Director, IPS man Ralph Stavens, was also a
member of the NLG. 329 These are just a few of the
relationships between IPS and the NLG; both of
whic~ Hillary funded.

At an NLG convention in Austin, Texas
the delegates sang the C omm unist
"Internationale" anthem, whose lyrics
include the verse "Tis the final conflict, let
each stand his place. The International
Soviet shall be the Human Race!"
William Kunstler, Hillary and IPS. No
discussion of the NLG would be complete without
reference to William Kunstler, perhaps the most
radical esquire within that organization. Hillary is
linked to Kunstler by not only funding the NLG
which Kunstler has held membership in, but by
funding the benignly-named Center for
Constitutional Studies which Kunstler cofounded. 330
On March 25, 1993, ABC featured an expose' of
Kunstler on their "Prime Time Live" broadcast
entitled, "The Most Hated Lawyer in America."
Footage was there shown of Kunstler committing
such acts as giving a speech in front of the Soviet
flag while American communists cheered,
explaining why he thought the assassination of
Bobby and John F. Kennedy were commendable,
applauding a murderer who killed five policemen,
and pronouncing why he was looking forward to
defending those charged with the 1993 terror
bombing of the World Trade Center in New York.
Following are excerpts from a biographical
sketch on Mr. Kunstler which appears in Francis X.
Gannon's Biographical Dictionary of the Lejt,331
which gives additional insight iI1to this man.
Footnotes attached to personalities and organizations
appearing in this Kunstler biography reveal how
327 Marcus Raskin. Being and Doing (Random House: New York. 1971). pp. xiixiii.
328 Powell. op.

uft.

456-458.

332 Carmichael's connections to IPS and Castro were reviewed earlier in this booklet
in the section on Tom Hayden.
While awaitin, trial for robbery and assaUlt. Brown's personal secretary Jean
Wiley found full time employment at IPS. While there. she lent her car to one of
Brown's militant cohorts who loaded it with TNT and departed IPS for destinations
unknown. Near Bel Air. Maryland. the explosives accidentally detonated.
vaporizing vehicle and occupants (Powell. op. cit, p.30).

333

334 Key lieutenant in the 1968 Chicago riots which IPS leader Weiss helped

orchcstra1c (Powell. op. cit. p. 32).
335

Attended IPS strategy scssions (Powell. op. cit. p. 29).

SECREl). Dellinger and
Hayden worked with IPS leader Weiss to plan 1968 Chicago riots (Powell. op. cit,
p.32).

338 Contemporary of Tom Hayden. (critiqued earlier in

337 U.S. House of Representatives declared the CCCL a "Communist front" group
"Created, dominated, and controlled by members...of the Communist Party.... to
serve as the vehicle for concealed Communist participation in. and direction of.
propagatula and agitational activities...... (House of Representatives: Guide to
Subversive Organizations and Publications. House Document No. 398. U.S.

Government Printing Office. Washington. D.C.• 1962, p. 42).
U.S. House of Representatives declared NCAUAC was set up. " . . . To lead
and direct the Communist Party's 'Operation Abolition' campaign • •.• Seven of
the national leaders of this group have been identified as Communists." (House

338

of Representatives. op. cit. p. liS).

"Communist front" group
whose purpose is to discredit the FBI and disseminate. "Communist propaganda
ECLC leader Frank Wilkinson was identified before Con8f'C88 by an
undercover FBI agent as a Communist Party member (U.S. House of
Representatives. op. cit. pp. 69-70). ECLC was headed by Kunstler and IPS
Chairman Peter Weiss.
339 U.S. House of Representative8 declared ECLC a

material. ..

U.S. House of Representatives declared CSJMS a "Communist front" group
dedicated to freeing Morton Sobell. codefendant in the nuclear espionage case
against Ethel and Julius Rosenberg who were executed as spies (House of
Representatives. op. cit. p. 116).

cit.. p. 96.

341 National Guardian was a radical publication which. ..... Has mIUIifested itself
from the beginning as a virrual official propaganda arm of Soviet Rlusia" (U.S.

330 Wattenberg. loco cit

the

In 1961, Kunstler embarked on a career of
revolutionary political • • • agitation. Within a
decade his legal clients Included such racist
agitators as • • • Stokely Carmichael 332. • • H.
Rap Brown, ll3 and such radical revolutionaries as
Abbie Hoffman, lJ4 Jerry Rubin, 135 and David
Dellinger. 336 Kunstler's affiliations have included
the Citizens Committee for Constitutional
337
Llbertles • • • the National Committee to
Abolish the House Un-American Activities
Committee 338 • • • the Emergency Civil Liberties
Committee 339 ••• and the Committee to Secure
Justice for Morton Sobell••••340
By 1965, Kunstler •.• was a featured speaker
at the
Communists' National Guardian
seventeenth-anniversary dinner. • • • 341 Kunstler
has been counsel for Students for a Democratic
SOciety,342 the Black Panthers, and the W.E.B.

340

329 Powell. op. cit.. p. 97.

331 Francis X. Gannon's exposure of William Kunstler.

closely he is tied to IPS, and how many of
Kunstler's associates are themselves related to IPS
and other subversive or Marxist-terrorist operations:

Biographical Dictionary of

Vol. 2 (Western Islands Company: Belmont. Massachusetts. 1971). pp.

House of Representatives, op. cit. p. 193).
342 The

.

SDS was one of most violent groups of I%os and is significantly linked
to IPS (See Powell. op. cit. Index. for four examples).
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DuBois Clubs,343 all of which are firmly
entrenched in the militant left. • • .344 In 1969
and 1970, Kunstler was a defense attorney in the
trial of the 'Chicago' Seven,' who were charged
with traveling in interstate commerce to incite a
riot at the 1968 Democratic National Convention
in Chicago. 34s The conduct of Kunstler during the
course of the trial led to his being sentenced to
four years and thirteen days for contempt of
court. After sentence was passed, Kunstler--out
on bail, began speaking to collegiate and other
audiences about the country. In the wake of his
appearances, violent demonstrations occurred. In
Santa Barbara, California, within hours after
Kunstler spoke at the local campus of the
University of California, a branch of the Bank of
America in Santa Barbara was burned to the
ground by a mob of students. Kunstler, in a
speech to five thousand students, had called upon
his audience to make the 'Chicago Seven' a
symbol. • . •
The students responded to
Kunstler's harangue with four nights of riots that
were subdued only after five hundred national
guardsmen, armed with rines and fixed bayonets,
were placed on duty. • • •
[Of Black Panther Bobby Seale's murderconspiracy trial,346
Kunstler declared] 'Bobby
Seale's trial poses a severe test for young people
because it will have an aura of death about it. If
Bobby is sentenced to death that is the signal that
resistance is going to be paid for by death. • • •
It is a day for resistance. • •• If that doesn't
bring a response you go on to revolution.'

recent "Prime Time Live" interview, he earlier
rejoiced over the murder of another U.S. cop:
In my opinion he deserved that death ...
the crowd justifiably, without the necessity
of a trial and in the most dramatic way
possible, stomped him to death.347
Kunstler is much more accommodating toward
communist security forces, offering pietistic excuses
when North Vietnamese cops force anti-communists
to stomp around old battlegrounds to clear out
forgotten minefields.348
When Southeast Asia's despots commenced
their internal holocaust, causing hundreds of
thousands to risk death on the high seas rather than
submit to tyranny, Kunstler chose not to blame the
communists, but America, revealing, " . . . He
sympathizes with the plight of the boat people but
added that the problem is inevitable following the
massive upheaval created by the US . ... " 349
Gi ven yet another chance to set the record
straight on atrocities in communist lands, Kunstler
chose instead to assert, "[ don't believe in public
attacks on socialist countries where violations of
human rights may occur." 350

Hillary gave money to a man who made a
speech beneath the Soviet flag to cheering
communists, who endorsed the murder of
5 policemen and who applauds the
assassination of President Kennedy.

Mr. Kunstler can be counted on to uglify
America while blessing outrages committed by
The Christic Institute, Hillary & IPS.
communist regimes. For instance, in addition to
This
organization, which Hillary doled $20,000.00
cheering the murder of five police officers during his
to,351 specializes in coordinating lawsuits aimed at
paralyzing and bankrupting American patriots who
545 Named for famous American Communist W.E.B. DuBois. the DuBois
School of Marxist Studies is a Communist front group. Directed by IPS member
are active in anti-communist endeavors; patriots
Alfred Henley. it also received IPS sponsorship for weekly classes featuring IPS
speakers such as Henley and Karl Hess (Powell. op. cit.. p. 31). School literature
such as General John K. Singlaub and Major
declares. ". . . The most urgent requirement at the present time . . . is to organjze
the people and to spread as widely as possible a knowledge 0/ Marxism as the
General Richard Secord. 352 Regarding the Christics,
Science 0/ Social Change" (W.E.B. DuBois School of Marxist Studies: Catalog.
Dr. Susan Huck, Congressman Robert K. Doman
Spring. 1971).
and the New York Times respectively state:
344 W.E.B. DuBois applied for u.S. Communist Party membership in an Oct. l.
1961 letter to Gus Hall. stating: "In the end Communism will triumph. 1 want to
help to bring about thaI day." Awarded both the Lenin Peace Prize and the Peace
Prize by the Moscow-directed World Peace Congress. In Red China he was given a
hero's welcome and treated his hosts to a reading of the poem. "I Sing to China"
which urged destruction of. "religion and clwrch," and insists. "No Christ....
What China worships is a man." When Ghana was led by communist dictator
Kwame Nkrumah. DuBois visited and published in their leading newspaper. .. ... Let
Ghana join the Soviet Union and China and usher in the new world" (John F.
McManus. "Honoring An Enemy." The New American. April 20. 1992, p. 44).
IPS proprietor Cora Weiss formed the 'Commiuee to Defend the Conspiracy' and
hired Kunstler to free the seven arrested "Conspiracr" leaders of the Chicago riot;
which included her husband. IPS Chairman Peter Weiss (Powell. op. cit.. p. 32) and
the previously critiqued Tom Hayden (Bennett and DiLorenzo. op. cit.. p.61).

345

346 Other

links between Hillary and Seale are defined elsewhere in SECRET.

347 Victor Navasky. "Right On! With Lawyer William Kunstler." New York Tunes
Magazine. April 19. 1970; per Hollander. op. cit.. pp. 202 & 468.
"Activist Lawyer Criticizes U.S. for Violating Human Rights." Harvard
Crimson. September 28. 1979. pp. I & 4; per Hollander. op. cit.. pp. 424 & 502.

348

349

Hollander. op. cit.. pp. 68 & 446.

William Kunstler. quoted by Nat Hentoff. Ullage \Oice. May 28. 1979; per
Hollander. op. cit.. pp. 400 & 498.

350
351

McAlvany. op. cit.. p. 12.

Dr. Susan Huck, Legal Terrorimt·-The Truih About tM ChrUtic Institute (New
World Publishing. 1989). pp. 54-74.

352
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The Christic Institute is simply another arm
of the very large radical incubus in Americ~.
The Christics are engaged in the same baSIC
effort as the Institute for Policy Studies.3S3

We have seen the loyal savaged, in the courts
and in the media, by those who spend their time,
in the words of Article III, Section 3 of the U.S.
Constitution, 'adhering to the enemy, giving aid
and comfort.'
'lreason, we note, is the only
crime defined in the Constitution. • •• It comes
down to that.

The Christic Institute's brand of legal
terrorism will continue until Congress
corrects the current flaws in RICO [laws].3S4
Federal Agents, United States prosecutors
and spokesmen for the CIA have
characterized the [Christic law] suit as a
political fantasy. 355

What did Hillary's IPS donations pay for?
Marxist assassins? Fleeing traitors? Flag
burners? Terrorist bombings? Communist
insurgencies? Hard-core pornography?

The Christics have received significant amounts
of money from IPS leader Cora Weiss' Ru~in
Foundation; and they and IPS also share financial
links through the Bydale and the Charles Stewart
Mott Foundations; 356 as well as both receiving
significant funds through Hillary.
Dr. Huck
continues:

Hillary's Marxist-Terrorist
Activities Are Relevant

They [Christics] admit to collaboration with
the Communists, and freely express their
determination to protect the Communist
government of Nicaragua. What they really want
to 'punish' Is vigorous opposition to
Communism. • •• The rest of the world aches
and cries for the opportunity to rid itself of
Communist rule, while certain citizens of the
freest society on earth bend every effort to
preserving and extending that rule.
Such are the objectives of the alliance of
some fifty leftist groups In Washington. . • •
The [anti-Communist] contras were destroyed by
this alliance. • •• Another loss, another stain,
another army abandoned in the field.
The
Christics are proud to be a part of that. . • •
What we see are two different sets of values in
conflict, two views of the world, and, almost
literally, two different generations, with the
younger attacking the older.
We have seen the men who fought for the
United States--in World War II, in Korea, and in
Vietnam--harassed and smeared in retirement by
those who refused to fight.
We have seen the courageous bushwhacked by
men who have avoided, at all costs, the tests of
manhood.
353 Huck. op. cit. p. II.
354

Honorable Robert Doman. per Huck. op. cit. back cover.

355

New York Tunes. July 20. 1987.

356

Huck. op. cit.. pp. 104-106. 109-110.

Hillary reveals she gave money to the
aforementioned entities because they were,
"progressive activist organizations." 3!n Such a
declaration indicates Hillary researched these entities
and agrees with them. Wattenberg writes:
Moreover she has not ... publicly repudiated
or even distanced herself from the views or
activism described in this article, and her
husband's presidential campaign was the
perfect occasion to do so. There is no reason
she ought to be forgiven, when she hasn't
repented. Especially since she is right now
doing her utmost to drive her husband's
campaign into her own corner of the
Democratic party, where the liberal left and the
radical left meet. 358
Perhaps one reason so many Marxist/IPS
comrades are appearing in the Clinton camp is that
Hillary not 'only evidently supports their agendas,
but has assumed the authority to tell Bill which
persons to place in important government posts:
Clinton is reaching his [cabinet] decisions .. .
in the seclusion of the Governor's Mansion ... .
According to those familiar with the process,
the personnel interviews are being conducted
by Clinton ... [and] Hillary....359

357 Wattenberg. op. cit.. p. 32.
356

ibid.

Curtis Wilkie "Names of Next Cabinet Picks Circulating." The Wichita Eagle,
December 17. 1992, pp. lA & 6A. Emphasis added.

359
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It will take four months to fill 250
subcabinet jobs and perhaps a year [for] the
rest of 4,000 appointments. 'My impression
is that every transition aide pretends to know
what's going on,' said one bruised contender
'But only one or two people really know-Bill Clinton and Hillary.... With Bill and
Hillary Clinton insisting on vetting so many
subcabinet appointments, their hands-on
treatment might ironically create 'their own
bottleneck' says one transition operative.360

Mter Rush Limbaugh raked Hunt over the coals
for that sophomoric name-calling spree, a humbled
and much smarter Al Hunt scraped out an apology,
offering that, "It would be outrageous for me or
anyone else to smear [The American Spectator]
with that pejorative label." 361
Regardless how uneasy the truth makes persons
such as Al Hunt feel, Hillary Clinton's political
activities are as relevant as the political activities of
any first lady. If Eleanor Roosevelt had channeled
money to Hitler or Hirohito's supporters, that would
have been relevant. If Bess Truman had directed
On CNN's 'Capital Gang' show, columnist monies to North Korea's advocates, that would have
Mona Charen cited Hillary's radicalism but was been relevant. If Jackie Kennedy had aided Castro
interrupted by Al Hunt, Chief of the Washington or if 'Lady Bird' Johnson had supported the Viet
Bureau of the Wall Street Journal.
"It's utter, Cong, those actions would have been relevant; as
complete nonsense. You don't have anything would news of Barbara Bush funding Sadam
factual" blurted Hunt. Charen replied, "No, it's Hussein's forces.
based on her foundation grants to CISPES and
Likewise, Hillary's support for pro-Marxists in
William Kunstler. " Hunt stormed, "No, that is the America and for communist insurgents in Central
far-right American Spectator kind of neo-facist hit America are just as relevant! Especially in light of
the Clinton campaign rhetoric that he and Hillary
nonsense. "
would be somewhat of a husband-and-wife
kREMUN
WHlTEHOUSB
Presidential team. As Hillary declared at the New
SOYIETCENTRAL
BlIJ. CUNroN
York
Convention, "With me you are getting two for
COMMUNISI'
I
CCNMn'I'EE
of one . ... Vote for him and you will
the
price
I
I
I
D£REX
fULLARY
have
me
also."
362
KCBOUEF
SHEARER
CUN1'ON
CHEBRlKOV

...

Asked which writers influenced her
political thinking, Hillary responded: "1
was fascinated by Aldous Huxley" [Brave
New World] and George Orwell" [1984].363
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Clinton's Election
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Regardless of the 'breakup' of the USSR and
recent renaming of the KGB, the chart above
expresses both pad and present realities.
360 Mathews. op. cit pp. 30 & 34. .Emphasis added.

Following Clinton's 1992 election, the People's
Weekly World (official newspaper of the Communist
Party USA) grew ebullient with new hope for their
cause and bubbled over with praises for the
President they had helped elect:
NEW YORK--Leaders of the Communist
Party, USA, meeting here Nov. 7-9, hailed the
defeat of President Bush and the dramatic gains •••
in the 1992 elections.
'It is a big chance to reverse 12 years of
right-wing rule from the White House,' said
361 Pcr Reed Irvine. "Notes From the Editor's Cuff," AIM Report. August (B). 1992.
Hilaire du Berrier. 1'he Clintons Reinvented." Committee to Restore the
Constitution Bulletin. January 1993 (Fort Collins. Colorado 80522). p.l.

382

383
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"Pcople Who Inspire Me," Parade. April II. 1993.
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Jarvis Tyner, CPVSA Political Action Director in
his opening report to the three day meeting of the
Party's National Board. 'The election of ClintonGore has created a new battleground on which to
struggle. • •• This was not a victory of the
Bubbu vote. It was not a turn to the right, but a
rejection of the right.'
Greeted with enthusiasm were the speeches by
several candidates who ran (locally or in the
States1 on the Communist Party • . . line. They
reported on the friendliness of crowds at
[Democrat] candidates' forums, and a dramatic
increase in their endorsements by mass
organizations. Many doubled their vote compared
with earlier campaigns.
Denise Winebrenner
Edwards, who ran for Congress in Pittsburgh,
spoke of the cordial relations with women's
organizations, unions and progressive elements in
the Democratic Party. • • •

In 1988 W. Raymond Wannall (former Assistant
Director of FBI Intelligence), Robert Morris (former
Chief Counsel U.S. Senate Internal Security
Subcommittee) and other prominent Americans
gathered at the Dirksen Senate Office Building in
Washington to represent the National Committee to
Restore Internal Security. Reading an FBI report on
Soviet Active Measures before that assembly, Morris
quoted the FBI as having revealed:
Soviet intelligence officers have already
started to collect information on the 1988
presidential candidates and their positions on
issues. It is possible that the Soviet Union
will institute a new series of active measures
operati ons desi gned to di scredit those
candidates who have platforms that are not
acceptable to the Soviet Govemment. 36S
Commenting on Morris' quote, Dr. Busiek
(Student of Communist Directives) observed:

Communist Party boss Gus Hall praised
Clinton's election as a sign that
communism is on the rise, and American
capitalism is on the decline.
CPUSA National Chairman Gus Hall told the
meeting that the [Clinton-Gore] election revealed
important new thought patterns. • ••
Voters
displayed a growing awareness that capitalism
cannot reverse its decline.
. • • The Board adopted a Plan of Work
focusing on a number of campaigns to demand
that the administration in Congress enact
legislation to create a public work Jobs
program ••• (and 1 national health care. • • •
Local grassroots movements should be urged
to run candidates in the 1993 municipal elections,
including members of the Communist Party,
USA, as part of the movement to establish a new
party of working people.
The plan cites the suppression of the Los
Angeles rebellion and calls on the CPUSA to step
up the fight for ••• Vnity.364

Soviet Influence of u.S. Presidential
Elections. It may surprise readers that there is
quantifiable evidence that Soviet and American
communists have worked for years to defeat George
Bush and to elect a president who would be
supportive of Marxism.
384 Tim Wheeler. "CPU SA Maps Drive for Jobs. Labor Rights. in '93." Peoples
~ekly Rbrld. November 14. 1992.

That is, of course, a major operation of the
communist movement within this country, and
operates, of course, with the approval and
direction of the Soviet Union. The Soviets
would like nothing better than to see a useful
idiot in the office of the President of the
United States with their people guiding his
thoughts, his actions, and his decisions. 366

Dr. Busiek then produced a body of evidence
collected from U.S. and Soviet communist sources
showing that it was the expressed intent of the
communists to directly influence future presidential
elections so as to soon seat a candidate in the White
House who would be sympathetic to Marxist ideals.

"The Soviets would like nothing better
than to see a useful idiot in the office of
the President of the United States with
their people guiding his thoughts, his
actions, and his decisions."
--Dr. Paul Busiek
Dr. Busiek's evidence included excerpts from the
CPUSA's newspaper, People's Daily World,
wherein Party boss Gus Hall (previously quoted
praising the election of Clinton) vowed, "I think
385 NCRIS. op. cil. p. 20.
366 ibid.
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More Communists Support Clinton. The
above occurrences are not isolated incidents by any
means. Indeed, American communists from coast to
coast have swung behind the Clinton program. In
fact, U.S. communists were so cheered by Clinton's
agenda, that they circulated this flyer:
.

our members [of the Communist Party] will work
for the candidates that they think have the most
progressive, most advanced positions." 367
Chainnan Morris also stated that the FBI report
revealed that the communists were, " ...Increasingly
intervening in connection with shaping not only the
selection of candidates, but also the complexion of
the next Congress." 368 Dr. Busiek elaborates:

Emergency Rally!

. Well, they [Moscow and the
Communist Party USA] hope to have a
Democratic Presidential nominee. . .. In
the Hall article there was optimism that this
will come about. However, one would
need to read the Communist press regularly
to appreciate how deeply the Leninists have
penetrated our electoral process....369

To win - iobs v
equality ~
housing yt

heallheare ~
education ~

Yet another example of direct communist
influence on the Presidential election process comes
from the People Daily World, the most influential
publication of the Communist Party. Just prior to
Clinton's election, that organization officially came
out against George Bush and directly for Clinton,
with headlines blaring, "CPUSA Puts Top Priority
on Defeating Bush."
The accompanying story revealed that the
National Committee and National Council of the
Communist Party were elated that Bush appeared to
be losing the campaign. Party boss Gus Hall and
others there expressed hope that under a Clinton
administration, "A broad based Tax the Rich"
coalition would manifest itself so the rich would be
forced to, "Pay their fair share oftaxes. " [Author'S
note: This is the same exact jargon that Bill Clinton
has parroted]. The following insert also appeared
with the above article, urging American communists
to contact Bill Clinton--their candidate of choice:

s

Saturday March 6th 1 pm
First Unitarian Church· Channina Hall
2936 W. 8th Street -lot Anseles
(1 block east of Ver1J1C)nt)
SrStsored by the Sovthem CoIifomia District CPUSA
1251 Sou St. Androwsc~!'!'..~A90019 tal 213·733·3415

Not only are America's communists singing
hosannas to Clinton, but foreign communists too;
for no sooner had Bill recovered from the titillating
excitement of the Gay & Lesbian inaugural ball that
was thrown in Washington, D.C. in hi~ honor, than
he accepted a congratulatory phone call from one of
the world's most famous remaining communists,
Nelson Mandela:
On the second day of Clinton's presidency, he
accepted an overseas phone call from none
other than Communist Nelson Mandela....371

Call Clinton
1-800-325-9992
That's the toll free number of the Clinton/Gore
National Campaign Headquarters. Give them a
ring between 8:30 am-lO:OO pm Central
Daylight Time, if you have questions about the
candidate's position or want to register your
views on questions. It took 5 minutes to get
through when we called at 8:35 am. 370

Avowed communist Mandela and seven others
were sentenced in 1964 to life imprisonment
for sabotage and conspiracy to violently
overthrow the South African government.
These terrorists were convicted of having 105
plans to sabotage police stations, power
stations ... and homes of black policemen.
Their arsenal: 210,000 hand grenades,
48,000 land mines, 50 tons of explosives.

367 NCRIS. Ope cit. p. 22.

368 NCRIS. Ope cit. p. 20.
389 NCRIS. Ope cit.. p. 21.
370 "CPUSA Puts Top Priority on Defeat of Bush." People's Daily ""rid. September

26. 1992, p. 3.

571 Provan. Ope cit, May 1993, p. 5.
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Explaining why he had chosen such a violent
approach, Mandela said he was 'influenced by
Marxist thought.' In a court document, he
wrote, 'The enemy must be completely
crushed ... before a communist world can be
realized. ' 37%

Adolph Hitler; or if their wives were found to have
supported the Gestapo during World War II?
Reagan and Bush have no such skeletons in their
closets, but Bill and Hillary Clinton do!
At the 1992 Democratic Convention, reports
Aoyd G. Brown ... Governor Clinton was
interviewed by Italian journalist Antonio
Socci. The resulting article appeared in the
Italian news weekly II Sabato under the title,
"Comrade Bill." Socci reports that in 1987
Governor Clinton visited the communist coop of Legga, Italy to study the communist
economic model: 'I went to Italy to study, ,
Governor Clinton told Socci. 'I came five
years ago to the province of Florence to find
out how the cooperatives ... and the micro
enterprises function. Then I went back to
Arkansas and I helped put together about
seventy youth cooperatives.' Don't tell me
this [communist model] is your economic
prescription for the [United] States?' Mr.
Socci asked incredulously. 'Absolutely,' said
Governor Clinton.37s

According to one mainstream newspaper,
Clinton has evidently been influenced by the specific
brand
of
communism
known
as
"communitarianism." A "communitarian" is defined
in the dictionary as, "a member or advocate of a
communistic or communalistic community." 373 The
complimentary newspaper article which analyzed
Clinton's communitarianism, revealed:

'He has communitarian bones in his
body, ' said [CFR member] Amitai Etzioni,
a professor of American studies at George
Washington University and the guru of
communitarianism.374
The article continued by outlining how
Clinton's policy speeches bore strong parallels to
communitarian tenets. The article also revealed that
CFR member Henry Cisneros (Clinton's Secretary
of Housing and Urban Development) is a member of
the Communitarian Network group; and that
Clinton's speech writer and Deputy Assistat:lt for
Domestic Policy, William Galston, is a founding
member of the Communitarian movement.

Socci later questioned members of the Italian
Communist Party regarding their dealings
with Clinton. One Party member disclosed to
Socci that while introducing Clinton to
numerous communists, that he had been
careful to warn Clinton that such associations
could compromise Clinton's political
aspirations back in the U.S. Clinton
reportedly reassured him, "No problem, no
problem. " 376

Just as Shearer follows Italian communist
Gi'amsci and Pat Schroede,. hosted Italian
communist Pasti, Bill traveled to Italy's
Marxist communes to enjoy Marxist living
and to learn collectivism from expe,.ts
there. He now reveals their doctrines will
"absolutely" be instituted in the U.S.

Interestingly, Clinton's pilgrimage to the Marxist
communes in Italy transpired after Derek Shearer
praised those same comml!nes in his ~ook,
Economic Democracy. It rematns to be seen If the
American people agree with Bill Clinton that such
activities pose, "no problem." Hillary Clinton was
trained under the auspices of at least one famed
veteran communist too:

Bill and Hillary Clinton Both
Trained By Communist Experts

Hillary Clinton, the first woman-to-be, once
worked as a law clerk in the Oakland office
of the noted left-wing lawyer, Robert
Treuhaft, husband of Jessica (Decca)
Mitford. Happened back in 1971, when the

Imagine the clamor and tumult which would
rightly transpir~ should Reaga!l or Bush be
discovered skulking about Europe In search of old
Nazis in order to to learn firsthand the ways of
372 David Balsiger. USA 7bday. July 18. 1988.
373

a'S William F. Jasper. "Whom Have We Elected?" The New American. February 22.

uw,.ster:S New World Diclio1l4ry. Third College Edition (Simon & Schuster:

New York. 1989). p. 282.

1993. p.24.

R. A. Zaldivar. "Clinton the Communitarian?" The Wichita Eagle. January 24.
1993. p. 7A.

Aoyd O. Brown. Slick Willie-- Why America Cannot Trust Bill Clinton.
(Annapolis Publishing Co.• Annapolis. Maryland. 1992). p. 110.

374

376
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then Hillary Rodham was a law student
looking for a summer job in a 'movement'
law firm (draft resistors, civil rights, etc.)...

Likewise, analysis of the popular vote shows
that most voters do not want Clinton in the White
House:

'That was the time we were representing
the Black Panthers,' recalls Treuhaft, 'and
she worked on that case. Some people think
she went to Sacramento with them-remember when they disrupted the
legislature? But I'm not sure whether she
did or not. Anyway, it was nice to have her
around. ' 377

Said presidential historian George Edwards
of Texas A&M. . .. 'There not a lot of

s

evidence of overwhelming support of Bill
Clinton'. . . .382
In 1992, Bill Clinton received 43 percent of the
popular vote, and George Bush and Ross Perot
rec.eived 38 percent and 19 percent respectively. 383
ThiS means that at least 57 percent of the voters did
not want Mr. Ointon elected. But more profound is
the revelation that over a third of those who voted
for Clinton or Bush actually preferred Perot!

Treuhaft, who trained and praised Hillary--and
Treuhaft's wife Jessica (Decca) Mitford--were
identified in U.S. Government investigations as
one-time Communist Party members.378

Finally, 35 percent of voters surveyed said
they would have voted for Ross Perot if
they thought he could have won ....384

Majority of Americans Do Not Want
Mr. Clinton to be President

. ~o Cli~ton 's claim. to 43 percent popular support
IS misleading. Prorating the estimated number of
actual Perot supporters who threw their votes to
Clinton because they didn't think Perot had a chance
reveals that as few as 28 percent of voters may have
truly wanted Clinton to win, and 72 percent wanted
Clinton to lose. Hardly the "ClintonMandate" the
media has so feverishly tried to confabulate!
How Did This Happen? It is no secret that
Mr. Clinton gained the White House because
America grew confused and demoralized about what
had been an otherwise popular Bush administration'
and in their confused and demoralized stat~
(exacerbated by the media's propaganda and
disinformation orgies) the people chose a President
who in times of clearer thinking they would not
have. Regarding the predilection of peoples to
stumble in such times, Dr. Powell observes:

Regardless of the-state of· jubilee the
communists are in over Clinton's election, most
Americans do not want Mr. Clinton as their
President. Many people still question how such an
event could have transpired. As one newspaper
panned, "Michael Dukakis got 46 percent of the
popular vote in 1988 and lost. Bill Clinton got 43
percent . .. and won. How?" 379 Even at the height
of Clinton's popUlarity (the 1992 election) scores of
millions of Americans harbored serious doubts
about Clinton's character and agenda. Exit polls of
(national) voters on November 3 revealed:
Ointon's mandate may be more tenuous than
it appears . . .. half of voters questioned in
exit surveys said they were 'scared' or
'concerned' about the prospect of a Clinton
presidency. 380

In a free society fringe groups and extreme
ideologies of all sorts can and do appear, and
de~~cr~cy ha.s sufficient power of
aSSimIlation to Withstand most contradictions
and absurdities. And in times of fundamental
faith, an organization like IPS--which openly
states that its goal is the dismantling of all
economic, political, social, and cultural
institutions in the United States--would hardly
~e taken seriously, let alone have any
Influence on the country's domestic and

There were other sobering signs for Clinton
in Tuesday's victory. . .. half the public
thinks Clinton has lied about his draft record,
according to network exit polls.381
377 He rbCaen. "Poor Hemert•s AI manac. l lIe San Francuco Chronicle. November
12. 1992. p. B1.
378 "Investigation of Communist Activities in the San Francisco Area-Part 2 ..
Hearing Be/ore the Committee on Un-American Activities--House ~/
Represe.!',ativ,es--Eighty-third Congress. December 2. 1953. p.3227.
. Heanngs Held in San Francisco. Calif.• June 18-21. 19S7--Part I."
Hearings Be/ore the Committee on Un-American Activities--House oj
fi:se.:enralives--Eighty Fifth Congress. p. 3301. Also. Part 2. pp. 1165. 1168 &
t ......
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foreign policies. In the end, the story told
here (about IPS J may reveal as much about
the leadership andjudgment of the elites in the
United States as about the [IPS] itself. 38S

In lieu of the evidence presented, new
investigations need be launched by the FBI to
remove Clinton's Marxist/IPS operatives from
positions of governmental authority. The FBI
should be very accommodating toward citizens
demanding such, as the following quotation reveals:

Grounds Exist to Eject Clinton and
His Cohorts From Office
We had "Watergate," "Billy gate," "Irangate,"
"Contragate" and "Iraqgate." Congress' check
kiting scam was referred to as "Rubbergate." Now,
a new and much more serious scandal faces the
Republic: "Gramscig~t~!". Grams~igate refers to the
Clinton's strong affIliatIons wIth. IPS and I~S
personnel who are evidently workIng to ~arxlfy
America according to the methodologIes of
communist leader Gramsci.
When Michael Dukakis admitted during the
1988 campaign that he was a, "card carrying
member of the ACLU," George ~ush used t~at
admission of liberal activism to castIgate Dukakls.
When George Bush promoted th~ C.onstitutionallrsound National Rifle ASSOCiatIon, domestIc
disarmament extremists huffed against what they felt
was an insensitive act from a President who had
promised to be, "kinder, gentler." If affiliation with
those organizations can be jud~~d by some to. be
controversial--then funding, praIsIng, collaboratIng
with, recruiting from and formulating the Nati<:>n's
future according to the nostrums of a subverslv~,
anti-American hate group such as IPS IS
immeasurably more controvers!al!
...
Accordingly, grounds ex~st t~ Inlt1~te legal
actions designed to eject the Chntonlsta regIme from
Washington. The means to do this reside with the
readers of SECRET. Readers should: (1) Demand
that the FBI reinvestigate the backgrounds of
Clinton and his appointees, looking for IPS links.
(2) Demand that Congress initiate i.mpe.a~h~ent
proceedings against Bill Clinto~ and In9ulnes Into
the suitability and loyalty of hIS appoIntees. (3)
Failing the previous options--mercilessly vote Mr.
Clinton out of office in 1996!
Regarding the FBI factor, the backgrounds ?f
presidential appointees must be checked before thetr
appointments are approved:

All persons named as officers or leaders of
the Institute for Policy Studies, mentioned
herein, are being investigated to determine
their informant potential or for inclusion on
the Security Index.38'7
A full accounting is due the people of this Nation
to quantify the chronology, degree, intent, and
consequences of the Clinton's fundings of and
collaboration with IPS, IPS personnel, and related
Marxist-terrorist hate groups.
Serious inquiry must be made into. the
Presidential suitability of a man who maintaIns a
"Eurocommunist" promoter as a close friend and
advisor and who sees "noproblem" with living with
and implementing the ideas of famed ~arxists. And
serious inquiry must be made regardIng whether. or
not this Nation wants a first lady who has strong tIes
to communist insurgents and anti-American
extremists worldwide.
These new investigations should not focus on
subjective hearsay, but 0!l the ~le .of law and .on the
objective standards of Inve~tJgatJon a!ld eVI~~nce
which are applied to all apphcants seekIng poSItions
of special trust and authority within governmental
service.
.
,
In addition to the raw facts about Chnton s
relationship to IPS, the following related grounds
also beg for the removal of the Clinton regime.

National Security Agency Grounds For
Ejection. Among other duties, the NSA ~eyi.ews
the background of military personnel and clvlhans
who work in government or defense. A!l NSA
questionnaire ve~fies suspicions. that BIll and
Hillary might be In trouble today If they were to
even apply for janitorial work near an Army base.
The form asks for full explanations of not only t~e
applicant's association with known com!D~nlst
elements, but if the applicant has had any affilIatIon: .
... With any organization, association,
movement, group, or combinati<;>n of
persons [which] advocate' the vlol~nt
alteration or overthrow of the U.S., which
approve of political] violence, coercion, or

They will be ch~cked out by the F~I,
interviewed extensIvely. . .. Then they II
have' to be confirmed by the Senate.386
385 Powell. op. cit.. p. 364.
386 Myrne Roe. "Clinton Job Key Is Who. What You Know."

November 16. 1992. p. 13A.
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intimidation, [or] advocates or engages in
the disruption or halting of U.S. government
activities through force, violence, or
infiltration of the government service.388
IPS definitely has been involved in many of the
above listed activities, as the following excerpts
from Confidential and Secret FBI files attest:
. . . [IPS was involved in] the theft and
unauthorized disclosure of 'Top Secret'
United States Department of Defense
documents. . . .389
The Institute for Policy Studies ... is now
engaged in ... 'A proposal for the Formation
of Liberation Collectives and Brigades for the
Disruption/Liberation of Washington. ' It is a
call for all out sabotage of government,
beginning at the Potomac. . .. IPS urges
brigades ... to descend on Washington ...and
force closure of agencies. . .. blocking
highways and bridges to the Pentagon and
CIA buildings . . . stopping armed forces
conscription and enlistment. ...390
IPS leaders . . . support . . . disruptive
demonstrations and advocacy of abolition of
the FBI, Secret Service, other Government
intelligence agencies and the military. 391

(2) Advocates or approves the commiSSion of acts
of force, violence, coercion or intimidation?
(3) Seeks to alter the form of government of the
United States by force, violence, or other
unconstitutional means?

Indeed, the Company Rules of one large
Fortune 500 firm the author queried reveals that
employees may be fired for engaging in any "unAmerican activities. " That company (and probably
thousands of others which deal with organized labor
or government contracts) generally define unAmerican activities as:
Being a member of, or supporting by word,
action or association any organization that
advocates the overthrow of the United States
Government by force or by any illegal or
unconstitutional methods. Violation of
provisions of the espionage laws or
regulations of the United States or any
agency thereof.
Clearly, a person who funds or affiliates with a
sinister organization such as IPS would not be
considered fit to be hired by many U.S. companies.
Should such a person be considered qualified to
serve as President--or as first lady?

Considering these facts, could the reader imagine The Clinton's associations with and
either of the Clintons passing this government fundings of the Marxist-terrorist IPS
would be equivalent to Reagan or Bush
background investigation today?
associating
with Nazis, or their wives
Corporate Grounds F or Ejection. Bill donating monies
to right-wing death
and Hillary Clinton might now have trouble finding
squads
in
Central
America.
work today in the private sector too. Background
check forms for one large corporation the author
checked with not only asked applicants if they have
Constitutional Grounds For ·Ejection.
ever held membership in a "Communist As of this writing, the U.S. Constitution was
organization," but even demanded:
considered by many to still be in effect, and to still
be the supreme law of the land. Article III, Section
Are you now or have you ever been amUated with 3, of the United States Constitution states:
any organization, association, movement, group,
or combination of persons which:

Treason against the United States shall consist
only in levying war against them, or in
adhering to their enemies, giving them aid and
comfort.

(1) Advocates the overthrow of our constitutional
government?
566 National Agency Questionnaire NAVCRUIT 1133/4516-90), page 8-1-122C.
389

FBI File 100-447935, Vol. 5, May 9, 1972, p. 1.

390

FBI File 100-447935, Vol. 3. WFO Report 100-46784. June 29, 1971. pages.
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3911-'"81 File 100-447935, Vol. 3, (Secret) Internal Security Memo of April 29, 1971.
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Evidence exists that IPS has fulfilled the above
requirements. Additional legal findings shed more
light on such offenses. Corpus Juris Secundum
16: Constitutional Law has much to say about
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groups (such as IPS) which masquerade behind
their tax-exempt status, not really serving the public
good:
213 (10): The Constitutional guaranty of
freedom of speech does not include the right to
advocate, or conspire to effect, the violent
destruction or overthrow of the government or
the criminal destruction of property.

measures or conduct of any foreign
government or of any disputes or controversies
with the United States, or to defeat the
measures of the United States .... 394
Regarding the possibility of IPS activists
violating the Logan Act, one political scientist wrote:
Do IPS fellows violate the Logan Act? The
evidence presented ... indicates that IPS and
its affiliates do indeed carry on intercourse with
foreign parties and governments against the
interests of the United States. IPS has worked
and continues to work with foreign powers
hostile to the United States, and with the
explicit purpose of influencing debate in
Congress. It has attempted to infl uence
foreign governments to the detriment of the
United States and to ' defeat the measures of the
United States.' 395

(214): The Constitutional guaranty of the right
of assembly was never intended as a license
for illegality or invitation for fraud--the right
of freedom of assembly may be abused by
using assembly to incite violence and crime,
and the people through their legislatures may
protect themselves against the abuse. 31n
In addition to treason and tax fraud, persons
involved with organizations which seek to abolish
the present political and social systems of the United
States may possibly be prosecuted for criminal
syndicalism too. Corpus Juris Secundum 46:
Constitutional lAw reveals the illegality of:

In supporting IPS and CISPES, did Hillary
help Logan Act violators? Is Bill utilizing Logan Act
violators who now intend to use foreign policy as a
tool to hammer out radical changes worldwide?
Readers will be pleased to learn that their
demands to Congress regarding this scandal are
already being heard, as the following letter which
was recently faxed to Sunset Research Group
attests:

Sabotage and syndicalism aiming to abolish
the present political and social system,
including direct action or sabotage
(Insurrection and Sedition: Sec. 461c).393
Yes, Constitutional and other legal questions
exist regarding whether or not Mr. and Mrs. Clinton
have collaborated with those who oppose our
Constitution, or who have warred against the United
States, or adhered to our enemies; or assisted those
who have given aid and comfort to our enemies-even old enemies.
Congressional Grounds For Ejection. In
1799 Congress passed the Logan Act to prohibit
direct relations between private citizens and foreign
governments in order to protect U.S. foreign policy
from unaccountable manipulators. In 1948
Congress reaffirmed the Act, claiming it illegal for:

We [U.S. Senate] respectfully request a copy
of the unpublished study, conducted by the
office of counterintelligence at the CIA in
1989 regarding ... the Institute for Policy
Studies.... The contents of this study are
directly relevant to ... this Committee in
reviewing the qualifications of a [Clinton]
nominee. . .. Please provide the report in an
unclassified or redacted form as well as in its
original classified form. 396

Perjurial Grounds For Ejection. As
Governor of Arkansas and as President of the
United States, Mr. Clinton was sworn to uphold the
U.S. Constitution. His Presidential oath included
these words:

Any citizen of the United States, wherever he
may be, who, without authority of the United
States, directly or indirectly commences or
carries on any correspondence or intercourse
with any foreign government or any officer or
agent thereof, with intent to influence the

3§:a Then: have been a number of important judicial references to the Logan Act
including Unikd States v. Bryan (1947). United Staks v. Peace In/omuJlion
Center (1951). Martin v. lOung (l955). Briehl v. Dulles (1957). and Uniud States
11 EIli!>t ( 1967).

392 Eustace Mullins. "The Indictables." Bulletin--Commitlee to Restore the
Constitution. #357 (c/o Bankers Research Institute: Box 1105. Staunton. VA
24401). Nov. 1991. p. 6.
393
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Letter from Senators Jesse Helms and Hank Brown. U.S. Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations. to CIA Director R James Woolsey. March 7. 1994. Purportedly
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I do solemnly swear that I will faithfully
execute the Office of President of the United
States, and will to the best of my ability,
preserve, protect and defend the Constitution
of the United States.

dashed completely.
While some Americans voted for Mr. Clinton,
and while all Americans honor the Presidential office
he now holds, such civilities must not take away
from the fact that Mr. & Mrs. Clinton have

If it is found that Mr. Clinton .knew of IPS
through his buddy Derek Shearer or others, yet
winked at IPS 's subv~rsive communist-terrorist
activities and anti-American agenda, or if it is found
that Mr. Clinton chose to ignore. his wife's open
support for Marxist insurgents abroad and antiAmerican extremists at home, or that the Clintons
failed to disclose their radical affIliations during.their
background interviews, then serious inquiry must be
made into Mr. Clinton's character and into the
possibility that Mr. Clinton may have perjured
himself while taking the aforementioned oaths.

Ultimately, the Clinton Presidency will
benefit America; proving once and for all
that Marxist economics are disastrous, that
centralized planning and punitive taxation
are counter productive, that leftist radicals
are still dangerous, and that character does
indeed matter.
Shearer's powerful half-brother, Strobe Talbott,
is on record for rescuing Clinton's campaign when it
was on the ropes--and Shearer and his subversive
IPS are on record conspiring to elect a radical
President--was Clinton part of that scheme? Such
findings could place Mr. Clinton even more firmly in
the IPS camp, and raise the specter of even
questioning Clinton's political allegiance and loyalty.
It is not known if such postulations are actuarial-that is why new investigations are needed now.

Mr. Clinton Should Leave
the White House

quite possibly been compromised by hostile
forces and could thus pose a grave threat to the
security of the United· States of America. Such a
man should never hold the Presidency.
It does not matter if Mr. and Mrs. Clinton are
found entirely innocent in the Gramscigate scandal-having somehow managed to ignorantly bumble
again and again 'into association with this vast
collection of malcontents. What does matter is that
even if found innocent of wrong doing in these
affiliations, these affiliations are nonetheless factual;
meaning Bill Clinton should not·be entrusted with
the power of the Presidency!
It does not take much of an anomaly for other
government employees to get a security clearance
denied or a career path blocked. Maybe a
bankruptcy, maybe a relative in the wrong country
or a friendship with the wrong person.
Requirements are strict and unyielding, and the
Clintons should not receive preferential treatment
over other citizens who aspire to careers in
government service.
The people of the United States cannot risk
placing nuclear war actuation mechanisms, billions
of dollars in tax revenues and the lives and futures
of their sons and daughters in the hands of a man
who--in any way--has had close and complementary
contact with extremist elements!
The Clintons should acknowledge that these
revelations of their Marxist-terrorist affiliations have
forever alienated them from the hearts of America's
most productive and patriotic citizens. Mr. Clinton
should concede that the best thing he can now do for
this country is to gracefully resign; and if he does
not resign, he should be impeached; and if he is not
impeached, the American people have the right, and
the duty, to vote him out of office in 1996.

Tens of thousands of copies of SECRET are
now in circulation and will inevitably have some
effect on the collective national conscience. When
Mr. Clinton learns that the public and the guardians
of the public trust know of his corrupt affiliations,
he would be acting honorably to confess his
situation and resign from the Presidency. Bill
Clinton should realize that what little trust and hope
America might have held for him has now been
49
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Also Available From Sunset Research Group
Of all the materials which have been
written about the secretive and elitist
group, The Council on Foreign
Relations (CFR), none have included
incriminating information on that group
which was gathered by U.S. government
investigators--until now!
WARNING/ is just such a resource-finally breaking open and analyzing the
FBI's files on the highly controversial
CFR group. Unseen until now but by a
handful of trusted agents, WARNING/
now exposes and reprints these
explosive files for the benefit of the
general public.

Here at last is the untold story of the
CFR being investigated by the FBI for
Nazi espionage, communist association,
and domestic subversion.
But the story does not have a happy ending--here also are the frightening
accounts of strange deaths and sudden firings of high government officials-such as JFK, J. Edgar Hoover, and Patrick Gray m--who dared oppose the CFR!
This documentary of intrigue, subterfuge, power politics, scandal and cover up
is more than just a thriller for adventurous readers; and more than a valued
documentary for scholars. This booklet provides all Americans with a very
timely WARNING/ 1 for $5; 3 for $10; 5-20 $2.50 each; 21-49 $2.00 each; 50·
249 $1.50 each; 250-999 $1 each. 1000+ 75 cents each.
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BILL
CLINTON

Unlike our other serious publications,
THE BILL CUNTON JOKE BOOK is as
whimsical & silly as, well, as the

thought of Bill Clinton joining the
Marines or being faithfull to Hillary
and the Constitution/

This timely collection of politically
incorrect wisecracks and waggish quips
aimed at our Fearless Leader withers
poor 'Slick Willie' in a barrage of rapidfire repartee.

With cartoons, breezy one-liners,
reflective epigrams, good old fashioned
American cynicism and dead pan
humor, we sizzle Comrade Bill and
company while mercilessly lampooning
their absurd policies, idiotic gaffes and
bizarre idiosyncracies. Go ahead and
halloo yourself silly with these
firecracker flip-quickies aimed at our
current Chief Afflic~on and his merry
band of wierdos. But beware: our
aciduous wit and wisdom is contagious!
1 for $5; 3 for $10; 5-20 for $2.50 each; 21-49 for $2.00 each; 50-249 for $1.50
each; 250-999 for $1 each; 1000+ for 75 cents each.

FBI Documents Link Bill & Hillary Clinton to
Marxist- Terrorist Network
Revealed here are the shocking details of Bill and
Hillary's associations with the Institute for Policy Studies
(IPS) --a Marxist-terrorist group long under FBI investigation
for murder, treason and espionage.
Itemized here is the Clinton's long history of IPS
collaboration; starting with Hillary's radical activities at Yale
and Bill's days as a draft-dodging hippy leader-- when he
accepted a special overseas assignment from IPS to carry out
the will of North Vietnamese and top Soviet officials! And
today, those associations continue, with top IPS operatives
being ushered into the highest echelons of the U.S.
government and Clinton cabinet!
Also exposed is how Hillary funded and praised IPS and
how Bill chose a close friend from IPS to serve him as a chief
advisor; a friend who openly espouses Marxist doctrines and
who in 1980 wrote of a plan to elect a President who would
promote Socialism in America. A President like his best
friend, Bill Clinton!
This book also reveals how Bill lived with European
Marxists and admits adopting their beliefs, how Hillary was
trained by a veteran communist, and that the U.S. and USSR
Communist Parties worked diligently to help elect Bill Clinton
to the Presidency.
Written by an ex-Intelligence officer, SECRET exposes
this scandal with surgical precision and challenges readers to
join in a coordinated and devastating plan of action which is
already grinding the "Clintonista" regime into the ground!

